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ABSTRACT 
 

 
 
 

The work presented in this thesis investigates the growth and properties of group III- 

nitride semiconductors that were grown using the Migration Enhanced Afterglow Epitaxy 

(MEAglow) method.  This work was to enhance the understanding of the MEAglow 

growth process towards the improvement of quality of the layers grown using this 

technique. The MEAglow technique applies the migration enhanced epitaxy method in a 

low pressure plasma-based CVD reactor, which has a potential of producing high quality 

epitaxial group III-nitride layers at relatively low growth temperatures on large deposition 

areas. 

 

The low temperature pulse growth in metal-rich regime, comprising the MME method 

 
was employed under growth pressures between 500 mTorr and 3000 mTorr. As the MME 

method up to this point has been used only for MBE systems, study of the impact of the 

growth pressure on the materials properties was necessary. In this work the pressure 

dependence was mapped to an existing surface phase diagram for MBE systems by 

calculating the number of nitrogen gas phase collisions and the metalorganic 

bombardment rate, for the specific to the prototype reactor parameters, to a first 

approximation. This was done in order to achieve an intermediate regime free of metal 

droplets for growth in metal-rich regime. 
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High quality epitaxial InN layers were accomplished on extremely thin and smooth 

 
Ga2O3 buffer layers. These results indicate a potential for the application of Ga2O3 buffers 

in InN growth. The MEAglow InN layers were further optimized for growth on 

commercially available GaN buffer layers and excellent two-dimensional growth was 

achieved for layers grown under metal-rich conditions at 512 °C.  Post-growth annealing 

studies were carried out for InN layers grown at temperatures below 400 °C to study the 

limiting processes of the removal of excess nitrogen, believed to be a dominant defect in 

InN films grown in plasma-based systems at very low temperatures. 

 

Variations in GaN stoichiometry under certain growth conditions and the effect of similar 

growth conditions on MEAglow grown InGaN were also examined. The growth of 

MEAglow InGaN samples on sapphire substrates was optimized to reduce the indium 

surface segregation and phase separation of the material. 
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Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Group III-nitrides materials system and applications 
 

 
 

The group III-nitride materials system has attracted remarkable interest for their potential 

application in various electronic and optoelectronic devices. The binary compounds InN, 

GaN, and AlN form continuous ternary alloy systems, having a direct bandgap 

throughout the entire alloy composition. The main advantage of this material system is 

that it covers a wide range of energy bandgaps from near infrared to deep UV, spanning 

from 6.2 eV for AlN [1] to 3.4 eV for GaN [2] and potentially 0.7 eV [3] – 2.5 eV for InN 

which makes these materials potential candidates for solar cells [4-7], UV detectors [8], 

and light-emitting diodes [9,10]. Other advantages of group III-nitrides represent their 

outstanding electrical properties, their resistance to high radiation, and their high melting 

temperatures.  The materials exhibit large breakdown fields which makes them useful for 

high-power and high-frequency device applications [11,12], while the relatively high 

thermal conductivities allow the devices to be easily cooled [13]. The large bond strength 

of AlN and GaN makes these materials stable at high temperatures, which allows device 

operation at high temperatures. The group III-nitrides has a potential for space 

applications as the large bandgap and bond strength make them resilient to radiation 

damage [4,14]. These materials also find application in short-wavelength laser diodes, 

green light-emitting diodes, high-density data storage and full-colour displays [15]. 

 

Group III-nitrides can crystallize in wurtzite, zincblende and rock salt structure with the 

wurtzite being the most thermodynamically stable polytype under ambient conditions. 
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The zincblende structure is metastable and can form by growth on cubic substrates, and 

the rock salt structure can be formed only under very high pressures [16]. The difference 

between the wurtzite and the zincblende structures is in the stacking sequence of the 

nitrogen and metal atoms ABAB along (0001) direction for the wurtzite structure, 

whereas the stacking order for the zincblende structure is ABCABC along (001) 

direction. The wurtzite crystal structure lacks inversion plane normal to the c-axis which 

results in a spontaneous polarization of the material. The polarity of the crystal is 

determined from the bond direction. The convention is when bonds point from N-plane to 

the Ga (In, Al)-plane it marks the positive (0001) direction and the material is said to be 

Ga (In, Al)-polar. For N-polar material the opposite direction is taken.  The growth of Ga 

(In, Al)-polar and N-polar GaN has been extensively studied as the growth kinetics for 

the different polarities is different [17] and therefore it affects the bulk and surface 

properties of the material [18]. 

 

Some of the important material properties that allow this material system the large range 

of device applications are presented in Table 1.1 

 

Although, group III-nitrides has a large number of potential applications, there exist 

technological issues with regards to the growth of the binary compounds, as well as the 

growth of their ternary alloys that hinder the development of these materials. 
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Table 1.1 Some fundamental properties of wurtzite GaN, InN, and AlN 
 
 

 
Parameter InN GaN AlN 

Energy Bandgap, (eV) 0.6-0.65 [19], 0.7 
[3], 0.9 [20], 

1.1[21], 1.4 [22], 

1.9-2.5 [23] 

3.4 [28] 6.2 [1] 

Lattice constant a (Å) 3.538 [24] 3.189 [25] 3.110 [30] 

Lattice constant c (Å) 5.703 [24] 5.185 [25] 4.98 [30] 

Thermal conductivity 
(W/cm K) 

0.45 [25] 2.0-2.1 [25] 2.85 [25] 

Dielectric constant, ε 8.4 [26] 5.3 [25] 4.77 [25] 

Mobility 3500 [27] 900 [29] -- 
 
 

One of the challenges for the epitaxial growth of group III-nitride material system is that 

currently no native substrates exist for these materials. Therefore, device performance is 

significantly limited by the structural quality, resulting from the heteroepitaxy. The lattice 

mismatch, the difference in the thermal expansion coefficient, and differences in the 

chemical stability between the substrate and the epilayers lead to high level of dislocation 

densities, induced biaxial strain, mosaicity, or wafer bowing. To reduce the structural 

defects and maintain a reasonable material quality, normally the use of expensive and 

time-consuming buffer layers is required. 
 

 
Gallium nitride is certainly the most extensively studied material from this class of binary 

compounds followed by AlN.  However, further investigations are still needed to reach 

the understanding level for other well-developed semiconductors like GaAs or Si. The 

 
GaN layers suffer from large background electron concentrations caused by native defects 
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and impurities. This makes the p-type doping for GaN very difficult. In addition, the 

chemical stability of the material presents a technological challenge for wet etching. 

 

The successful development of GaN and the achieved p-type doping led to the 

demonstration of excellent p-n junction LEDs, so the first improvement of the group III- 

nitrides was towards the development of blue LEDs [31].  A breakthrough in the LED 

technology came in 1994 with the announcement of commercial blue LED [32], which 

was followed by the demonstration of bright blue/green LEDs in 1996 [33]. This became 

possible with the improvement of the GaN crystal quality by employing low-temperature 

GaN buffer layers, instead of the previously used AlN buffers, for the first time by 

Nakamura [34] in 1991. After these events, drastic progress was made in the research of 

GaN and related materials. 

 

Considerable effort has been invested for InGaN development as it is used as an active 

layer in LEDs and is responsible for the emission in the near UV, violet, blue, and green 

colours of the spectrum. The technology for the growth of InGaN layers with high 

gallium content is well established. Usually, thin InGaN layers are grown completely 

strained on thick GaN buffer layers. The GaN buffer layers are normally about 4 µm 

thick, so that the dislocations induced by the lattice mismatch with the underlying 

substrate are annihilated. Even in this case, these GaN buffer layers have high dislocation 

densities of about 10
9 

/cm
3
. Despite the high dislocation densities in these materials, the 

GaN-based LED structures using InGaN active layers experience high efficiencies due to 

carrier localization [15]. 
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The growth of high quality indium-rich InGaN further represents a challenge and this 

impedes the development of solar cells and longer-wavelength LEDs . One of the reasons 

is the indium incorporation in InGaN which requires growth at relatively low 

temperatures. The growth of good quality GaN and gallium rich InGaN occurs at high 

temperatures with the conventional growth techniques used for commercial production. 

However, the dissociation temperature for InN is lower because In-N bonds are weaker 

than the Ga-N bonds and low growth temperatures are needed for indium to incorporate 

efficiently in the alloy [35-37]. Furthermore, the difference in the formation enthalpies of 

InN and GaN leads to indium surface segregation at the growth front. Another problem is 

the large difference in the interatomic spacing of InN and GaN which leads to a solid 

phase miscibility gap [38, 39]. In addition, p-type conductivity for In-rich InGaN and InN 

is harder to achieve than for GaN due to the larger background electron concentration and 

the electron surface accumulation layer characteristic for InN [40]. 

 

InN is the least understood material from the group III-nitride materials system. It has 

been extensively studied in the past decade to aid in the development of the InGaN 

ternary. The fundamental properties of InN are still not well understood. For instance, the 

value of the energy bandgap is a subject of debate [41]. InN films grown by different 

growth techniques often experience different properties which leads to controversy for 

reported values of electron effective mass, native defects, decomposition temperatures, 

which further complicates the interpretation. InN is theoretically predicted to have 

superior electrical properties than GaAs, which makes it a possible candidate for high- 

speed and high-power FETs [42]. The material has been recently investigated for 

realization of terahertz devices [43-45]. 
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1.2 Thesis objectives 
 

 
 

The aims of this work were to improve the quality and achieve atomically smooth 

surfaces of GaN, InGaN and InN, grown at temperatures compatible with the growth 

temperature of InN.  This would allow the growth on inexpensive thermally fragile 

substrates, as well as heterostructures growth of GaN on top of InN, without 

compromising with the quality of the layers. The crystal growth was performed by a 

novel method called Migration-Enhanced Afterglow Epitaxy (MEAglow) which is 

designed to improve crystal quality at low temperatures and also allows deposition on 

large areas. The advantages of this growth technique are discussed in detail in Chapter 2. 

Since MEAglow is a new and relatively immature growth method, this work was also to 

study how some of the growth parameters affect the film properties. 

 

1.3 Thesis outline 
 

 
 

This thesis is organized in total of seven chapters. The following Chapter 2 discusses 

briefly the conventional growth techniques used for the production of group III-nitride 

semiconductors and describes in detail the new migration-enhanced afterglow method 

used for the present research. The characterization methods used for the studied materials 

are described in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 is focused on the growth of GaN films by 

MEAglow and their characterization. In Chapter 5 MEAglow growth of InN is presented. 

Chapter 6 studies the optimization of the growth process towards the achievement of 

better indium incorporation and crystal quality of MEAglow InGaN layers, and Chapter 7 

provides some conclusion remarks for the present work. 
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Chapter 2. Overview of the main growth techniques and the MEAglow technology 
 
 
 
 

Group III-nitrides have been synthesized by various growth techniques. 
 

The most common are Metalorganic Chemical Vapor Deposition (MOCVD), Molecular 

Beam Epitaxy (MBE), Hydride Vapor Phase Epitaxy (HVPE), RF sputtering, and Atomic 

Layer Deposition (ALD).  All these techniques have their advantages in particular aspects 

and also their drawbacks which reflect on the physical properties of the semiconductors. 

For example, MOCVD is the leading commercial technology for growth of high quality 

GaN layers but is not preferable for the growth of InN and InGaN with high indium 

content, owing to the high temperatures employed. 

 

In a broad classification, the vapor phase growth techniques can be divided into Physical 

Vapor Deposition (PVD) and Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD). The PVD methods are 

classified into evaporation and sputtering methods such as: MBE, Pulsed Laser 

Deposition (PLD), thermal evaporation. Some of the CVD methods are MOCVD or also 

called MOVPE (Metalorganic Vapor Phase Epitaxy) and HVPE. 

 

A brief description of the most employed conventional growth techniques used for the 

production of group III- nitride material is provided in Section 2.1 of this chapter, in order 

to emphasize on the advantages, as well as some of the current technological issues in 

growth of III-nitrides related to these methods. Section 2.2 presents in more detail the 

MEAglow growth technique which was used for the work presented in this thesis. 

 

2.1 Growth techniques used for group III-nitrides 
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2.1.1 MOCVD 

 
The metalorganic chemical vapor deposition technique is the most successful in 

producing high quality GaN for applications in optoelectronic devices, such as LEDs 

[46], laser diodes  (LD) [47], and transistors [48]. Much of the color spectrum for LEDs 

can be produced by the MOCVD technique by combining green and blue nitride LEDs 

with phosphide LEDs, which has made the technique dominant for device manufacturing. 

The technique offers good control of alloy composition of <25% InN or AlN mole 

fraction and GaN layer properties. However, the growth of alloys with mole fractions 

closer to InN or AlN still represents a challenge [49]. 

 

The conventional MOCVD method relies on the vapor transport of metal alkyl and 

ammonia precursors to a heated substrate. The growth takes place at high temperatures 

because of the cracking efficiency of the ammonia which is best decomposed at 

temperatures above 1000 °C [50]. In MOCVD reactors the metalorganic vapors are being 

transported from the bubblers by carrier gas to the heated substrate, where the reaction 

takes place. The growth process is controlled by precisely controlling the important 

growth parameters, for instance, the temperature and the mass flow rates. The vapor 

pressure of the metalorganic precursors is controlled by the temperature of the bubblers. 

 

Very high quality GaN have been achieved by MOCVD at temperatures above 1050 °C 

using GaN or AlN buffer layers on top of the sapphire substrates [34,51]. Various designs 

of MOCVD reactors are available for group III-nitrides growth. For instance, the very 

high quality GaN layers reported in [34] were produced by two-flow MOCVD reactor 

developed by Nakamura et al. [52]. The reactant gas for this system was directed parallel 

to the substrate, while a second gas flow was directed perpendicularly to the substrate in 
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order to change the direction of the reactant gas. This type of reactor design helped 

improve the crystal quality of the films as well as increased the growth rates in 

comparison to the conventional MOCVD systems [52]. 

 

A big disadvantage of the MOCVD system is the high temperatures required for group 

 
III-nitrides growth. The use of high growth temperatures reflects on the abruptness of the 

heterointerfaces, which directly affects the transport properties of the material [53]. The 

growth of InN and indium-rich InGaN requires low growth temperatures due to the low 

dissociation temperature of InN (~ 550 °C) but MOCVD growth at these temperatures 

becomes limited by the low decomposition rate of ammonia [54]. Furthermore, high 

temperatures employed in the MOCVD growth of InN layers create uniformity problems 

when grown on large areas, and a typical solution of this problem can be the use of 

planetary reactors. In these reactors multiple substrates are arranged on top of a common 

round susceptor. The advantages of this type of MOCVD reactors are given in [56]. 

 

Another common problem related to the MOCVD growth is that it involves use of 

hazardous materials ammonia, hydrogen, silane (used for silicon doping, though it is 

often diluted in hydrogen to about 2% now to make it less dangerous). 

 

2.1.2 MBE 
 

 
 

MBE is the most sophisticated PVD technique capable of producing high quality epitaxial 

layers. It is a non-equilibrium growth technique which is based on reacting thermal 

atomic beams on a heated substrate surface. In MBE for group III-nitride usually the 

group III species are provided by metal sources such as (Ga, In, Al) and the nitrogen is 

supplied by a gas source. The delivery of the beam of atoms requires low pressures, ultra 
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high vacuum with background base pressure in the order of 10
-10 

torr or less, while 

growth takes place at pressures of about 10
-5 

torr. Under low pressures the atoms in the 

beam have very large mean free paths and the transport from the source to the substrate 

can be regarded as collisionless. The growth temperatures used in MBE are much lower 

than for MOCVD growth. For example GaN is usually grown at temperatures below its 

decomposition temperature (~800 °C) [55] and for InN the temperature can be as low as 

~550 °C [54]. A big advantage in MBE systems is that due to the vacuum conditions that 

are maintained, they allow in-situ monitoring of the growth process, typically involving 

electron diffraction (RHEED, LEED), which helps precisely to control the growth to a 

monolayer level, makes the process adjustable and eliminates much of the guessing. MBE 

technology has been created to improve the interfaces in structures such as superlattices 

and multiple quantum wells. At low temperatures, the diffusion is reduced, which results 

in very abrupt interfaces. InN and indium rich InGaN is hard to achieve under 

thermodynamic equilibrium because of the low dissociation temperature and high vapor 

pressure of nitrogen over InN. Plasma-assisted MBE (PAMBE) systems which use 

nitrogen plasma source to dissociate the nitrogen molecule, remain the dominating 

technology for the production of InN epilayers and InGaN alloys with high indium mole 

fraction [54]. 

 

A major drawback for MBE device production is that the growth rates are lower in 

comparison to MOCVD (often less than 1µm/hr), and the fact that Ga-face material 

cannot be grown directly on sapphire. Besides, the technique is very expensive, which 

makes it undesirable for mass production. 
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Similar to the MOCVD growth systems, there are various existing modifications of MBE 

reactors in order to address various problems inherent in the growth process. Such 

systems are metalorganic molecular beam epitaxy (MOMBE), migration-enhanced 

epitaxy (MEE), metal modulated epitaxy (MME), plasma etc. The MOMBE uses 

metalorganic chemical beams as group III sources.The MEE and MME methods are 

discussed in Section 2.2 in relation to the MEAglow technique applied in the present 

work. 

 

2.1.3 HVPE 
 

 
 

Hydride Vapor Phase Epitaxy was used first for producing nitride semiconductors [2]. It 

is one of the common methods for growth of thick GaN which can be separated from the 

sapphire and used as a free-standing substrate. The growth rate can be very high, about 

1µm per minute.  GaCl and NH3 are commonly used for precursors and the films are free 

from carbon contamination. GaN is grown on top of a heated substrate at about 1000- 

1100 °C. A drawback of this growth method is that HCl results as a byproduct from the 

reaction of GaCl with ammonia. HCl is very corrosive and results in fast degradation of 

the reactor. This technique is not able to produce sharp interfaces between the layers of a 

structure and thus, regardless of the high achievable growth rates and the reasonable 

quality of the GaN films, HVPE is harder to use for device production. 

 

2.1.4 ALD 
 

 
 

Atomic Layer Deposition is a low temperature chemical vapor deposition technique 

which relies on self-terminating surface reactions. For this method the precursors are 

pulsed separately in time with short purging periods. The growth rates are very slow 
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because of the layer-by-layer growth. The principles of operation of ALD and details for 

this growth technique are given in [57]. Due to the self-limiting process, the layers result 

in better uniformity because the precursors do not react among themselves and the 

reaction terminates when all the available sites are occupied. In ALD the film thickness 

can be controlled to an angstrom scale which makes it useful for device applications. 

Ammonia usually reacts with a group III precursor that may contain chlorine which 

results in the formation of HCl byproduct.  The limitations of the thermal ALD for group 

III-nitrides growth are discussed in [58]. As a replacement of the ammonia precursor 

plasma-assisted ALD technique can be applied. In reference [58], Ozgit-Akgun et al. 

adopted to their ALD system a MEAglow hollow-cathode plasma source. The elemental 

analysis for the films produced in [58] confirmed that oxygen contamination was 

significantly reduced due to the use of the hollow-cathode plasma source. The MEAglow 

hollow-cathode plasma source is described in the next section in a relation to the growth 

system used in this thesis. 

 

2.2 Description of the MEAglow growth technique 
 

 
 

2.2.1 Method 
 

 
 

In the present thesis a prototype growth technology, called MEAglow was used for the 

growth of group III-nitrides. MEAglow stands for Migration-Enhanced Afterglow 

Epitaxy and represents a hybrid between MBE and low pressure CVD systems. As was 

already mentioned, it transfers the migration-enhanced epitaxy method commonly used in 

 
MBE, to a CVD environment. 
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2.2.1.1 MEE 
 

 
 

The MEE method has been originally developed in 1986 for GaAs/AlGaAs low 

temperature growth in MBE systems [59]. For nitride growth it is commonly employed in 

plasma-assisted MBE systems [60]. The method represents a pulse delivery of the metal 

and nitrogen precursors, which are separated in time. First a thin wetting metal layer is 

delivered and is subsequently consumed by nitrogen. A number of cycles are used to 

grow the semiconductor. The advantage of this method is in the increased surface 

diffusion of the adatoms, which is otherwise limited by the low growth temperatures. The 

growth interruption resulting from the separate pulsing of the precursors leaves extra time 

for the metal adatoms to find energetically favorable sites on the substrate lattice before 

being nitrided. This is aimed to improve the surface roughness and the crystal quality of 

the material when low growth temperatures are employed. Many groups have reported 

substantially improved crystalline quality and surface morphology of the group III-nitride 

binaries in MBE systems grown by MEE [61-63]. A drawback of this method, applied in 

MBE systems is that the growth rate is lower because only a monolayer can be grown at a 

time due to the formation of metal droplets. 

 

2.2.1.2 MME 
 

 
 

Metal Modulated Epitaxy is an improved version of MEE in which only the metal fluxes 

are modulated while the nitrogen plasma flux is kept continuous. It is applied in plasma- 

assisted MBE systems. The metal flux is set much higher than the nitrogen flux for 

increasing the migration length [64]. These conditions in non-modulated mode lead to 

droplet buildup but the short modulations of the shutter prevent it.  The layer is depleted 
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after closing the shutter and the droplets are consumed by the nitrogen flux. This growth 

technology was sophisticated in MBE systems by computer control of the shutter 

transitions, also called “smart-shuttering” which is based on the feedback from RHEED 

transients [64]. The MME method has shown a great improvement in the surface 

roughness and crystal quality of the materials, as well as growth rate and the production 

of reproducible p-type Mg-doped GaN having extremely high hole concentrations [65]. 

The achieved growth rates with MME in MBE systems reach up to 90% of the normal 

non-modulated MBE growth. 

 

There are several other reports for growth methods that make use of interruption during 

growth, which have succeeded in producing good quality of GaN. Some of them, for 

example, use simultaneous pulsing of nitrogen and gallium fluxes, others use pulsing of 

time-averaged variable gallium fluxes [61]. 

 

The advantage of migrating MEE to a CVD reactor is that large deposition areas can be 

exploited [66]. The growth in the MEAglow system is carried out at much higher 

pressures than in MBE systems. This allows for nitrogen collisions in the gas phase, 

which results in a reduction of the energy of the plasma species (both kinetic energy and 

potential energy) and leaves mainly the long-lived molecular species to participate in the 

reaction [66]. 

 

2.2.2 The MEAglow System 
 

 
 

The MEAglow system is shown in Figure 2.1.  The reactor consists of three chambers 

pumped independently, plasma source, gas cabinet, and control panel connected to a 

computer. It has been presented and described in detail in [67, 68]. 
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Figure 2.1 The MEAglow growth system. 
 

 
 
 

The excited nitrogen species are introduced downwards from the top of the reactor from a 

specifically designed for the purpose scalable hollow-cathode plasma source [67, 69], 

utilizing ultrahigh purity nitrogen (99.9 % pure). The nitrogen is further purified by an 

inert gas purifier at the plasma line inlet. The plasma source can be operated in either RF 

or DC mode. It can be scaled by increasing the number of the holes and this enables 

growth over larger areas in comparison to MBE systems.  For the present work the 

plasma generator was operated only in RF mode at the standard frequency of 13.56 MHz. 

The plasma source doesn’t use a quartz or alumina tube, commonly applied in other 

inductively coupled RF and microwave plasma sources, so the oxygen level of 

contamination is reduced to a minimum [70,58]. A schematic view of the nitrogen plasma 

source is presented on Figure 2.2. There are two hollow-cathode arrays. The grounded 

array is for DC operation (as the live electrode is at negative voltage). For RF operation 

the hollow-cathode array on the active RF electrode is more active because the DC bias at 

that electrode is positive. The grounded array still acts as a hollow-cathode in relation to 
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the potential of the plasma. The electron density has been measured at the grounded 

hollow-cathode array to be 9x10
11 

/cm
3 

at the maximum 600W of RF power [69]. Other 

plasma sources having low oxygen contamination are the capacitively coupled sources 

but they reach electron densities in the order of 10
9
-10

10
/cm

3
. The plasma source is also 

suitable for fast switching between on and off mode, which is needed for the nitrogen 

pulsing in the migration-enhanced growth regime. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 2.2 Scheme of the MEAglow hollow-cathode plasma source, as it was presented in 

[69] by Butcher et al. 
 

 
 
 
 

The reaction chamber is the main chamber of the system where the growth takes place. It 

is being pumped to the upper end of the UHV regime to about 10
-7 

torr, though the 

system has reached vacuums of <10
-8 

Torr. The vacuum is continuously maintained in 

order to reduce the contamination coming from background water vapor which is very 

hard to pump out. This is achieved by means of independently pumping system using a 
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combination of rotary pump and an Edwards STPH301C high throughput turbomolecular 

pump that reaches 48,000 rpm and can handle gas flows as high as 2500 sccm. An MKS 

throttle valve with feedback from a baratron gauge were used to control the pressure 

during growth, which varied between 1 and 4 torr. The substrate holder stage is located in 

the middle of the main chamber and is capable of rotation up to 50 rpm.  The height of 

the sample holder is adjustable. A 4 inches heater is situated below the sample holder and 

is capable of maintaining temperatures up to 700 °C. At these temperatures all the 

metalorganic used for film growth will efficiently decompose. The highest decomposition 

temperature is for the TMG which starts decomposing at 500 °C but the last methyl group 

is freed at about 650 °C [71]. A thermocouple for measuring the temperature is placed 

below the heater and sends the readout to a computer which automatically varies the DC 

voltage via a PID controller. 

 

The growth chamber is equipped also with pyrometer and RHEED which are meant for 

optical control of the growth. The RHEED gun cannot be used during growth since the 

growth pressures are relatively high and there is also a possibility of contamination with 

metalorganic, but it could be used for post-growth analysis, or the growth process could 

be interrupted and the chamber pressure can be pumped down to vacuum level. A 

separate independently pumped chamber contains a Residual Gas Analyzer (RGA) which 

is used to monitor the amount of the various elements and molecules during growth. A 

pressure of about 10
-8 

torr is maintained for the RGA operation. The residual gas analyzer 

is also used for leak detection. Helium gas was used for the leak test because the helium 

molecules are light and diffuse quickly into the chamber. 
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The third chamber is used to introduce the sample into the main chamber without air 

contamination. It is called the Load Lock Chamber. The load lock chamber is equipped 

with a transfer arm and is separated from the main chamber by a pneumatic gate valve. 

The load lock chamber is equipped with a rotary and turbomolecular pumps and is 

capable of quickly lowering the pressure down to 10
-6 

torr. 

 

The metalorganic bubblers are stored in a separate gas distribution cabinet, which is 

connected to the main chamber for the transport of the group III species. The MEAglow 

reactor uses trimethylindium (TMI) In(CH3)3, trimethylgallium (TMG) Ga(CH3)3, 

trimethylaluminium (TMAl) Al(CH3)3 and biscyclopentadienyl magnesium CP2Mg.The 

metal alkyl vapors are transported from the bubblers to the reaction chamber by using 

nitrogen gas. The flow rates are precisely controlled by mass-flow controllers. The 

metalorganic species are supplied to the growth chamber by a metalorganic inlet and are 

directed towards the sample surface by a showerhead, positioned at the side of the sample 

holder. There are four gas lines implemented to the growth chamber - two purge lines, a 

plasma line, vapor line and a vapor bypass line. The plasma line carries nitrogen gas to 

the plasma generator. The vapor line delivers the vapor from the metalorganic sources to 

the growth chamber and is pressure regulated with nitrogen. The bypass line collects the 

bypass from each metalorganic line and sends it to a bypass pump. 

 

There is a small control cabinet attached on the back of the gas cabinet housing the 

temperatures controllers for the bubblers and the power inlets for TMI and TMAl bubbler 

heaters. Though, using direct vapor injection temperature control is not as critical as when 

a carrier gas is used. 
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The MEAglow growth process is entirely computer controlled. The growth is 

implemented in the form of computer programmed recipes, using a Plasmionique Flocon 

system, from where the various growth parameters, like for example, pressure, gas flow 

rate, temperature, are varied. 
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Chapter 3. Characterization methods 
 
 
 

3.1 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) 
 

 
 

The XPS technique is an electron spectroscopic method for surface characterization. This 

technique is also known as Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis (ESCA) and is 

mainly used for determining the chemical composition of the materials. XPS is very 

surface sensitive and provides information for the elemental and chemical composition of 

only the first 2 – 10 nm of the surface. With XPS all elements having an atomic number 

larger than 2 can be detected. It is not able to detect hydrogen (Z = 1) and helium (Z = 2). 

It can provide information for elements present in atomic concentrations >0.1 %. With 

XPS a quantitative analysis can also be performed for determining the relative atomic 

concentration for the elements present on the surface.  Destructive depth elemental 

profiles are also possible with XPS up to several hundreds of nanometers by ion etching. 

 

The XPS method is based on the photoelectric effect. The measurements are carried out 

in ultra high vacuum conditions by irradiating the sample with soft x-rays having 

sufficient energy to eject a core electron from an atom.  The kinetic energy of the 

resulting photoelectron can be measured to determine the binding energy of the electron 

using the relationship [72]: 

 

(1) 
 

 
where is the photon energy and is the work function of the spectrometer. The 

binding energy is unique for each element and is equal to the energy difference between 
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the final state of an atom, having (n-1) electrons and the initial state of the atom with n 

electrons. 

 

Another type of electron is also produced as a result of the relaxation of the excited atom, 

and these electrons appear on the XPS spectra in addition to the photoelectrons. These are 

the so called Auger electrons. The Auger process occurs when an electron from an outer 

shell fills an inner vacancy in the orbital and a second electron is released from the outer 

shell to reduce the energy of the orbital. 

 

XPS spectra for MEAglow grown GaN samples were taken with a Kratos Axis Ultra 

 
DLD instrument. 

 

 
3.2 Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS) 

 

 
 

Secondary ion mass spectroscopy is a destructive ion beam technique commonly used for 

elemental detection in solids. The surface is bombarded with heavy ions and emission of 

secondary particles is induced from the sample surface such as electrons, neutral species, 

atoms and molecules or ion clusters. It is the charged secondary ions that are detected 

using a mass spectrometer and the obtained spectra enable a detailed analysis for the 

chemical composition of the surface. 

 

There are two different SIMS analyses based on the sputtering processes. These are static 

SIMS and dynamic SIMS. In static SIMS a very low primary ion current densities are 

used, so that the surface is not strongly modified. SIMS offers several advantages over 

XPS such as hydrogen detection, very high sensitivity for many elements and compounds 

which can be detected in the range of parts per million to parts per billion and it can also 

provide direct compound detection by molecular secondary ion emission [73]. 
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Dynamic SIMS is used for elemental analysis as a function of depth. In dynamic SIMS 

 
high primary ion current densities are applied, so that it yields higher secondary ion flux. 

 

 
3.3 X-ray Diffraction (XRD) 

 

 
 

X-ray diffraction is a non-destructive characterization method used for determining the 

structural properties of crystals, such as phase composition, grain size, crystal orientation, 

defects, and strain state. The incident x-rays with a characteristic wavelength are 

diffracted by the crystal in accordance to Bragg’s law [74], as is shown on Figure 3.1. 

These x-rays are generated by bombarding a metal anode (usually Cu) with electrons in 

an x-ray tube. The condition for diffraction by a crystal is: 
 

 
(2) 

 

 
where  is the diffraction order, is the spacing between the successive atomic planes, 

and is the Bragg angle at which the incident beam must probe the crystal in order to 

occur constructive interference. From this relationship, the interplanar spacing can be 

determined for known angles. In experiments the angle is measured. The information 

for the crystal structure is derived from the position, the shape and the intensity of the 

Bragg reflections. The peak positions can be compared with the data from the 

International standard data base (JCPDF). 
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Figure 3.1 Illustration of x-ray diffraction from crystal planes according to Bragg's law. 
 

 
 
 
 

In this work a PANalytical X’Pert Pro MRD powder diffractometer (with Cu anode, 
 

 

CuKα                          ) was used for obtaining information about the crystal structure and 

phase composition of the studied group III-nitrides. The diffractometer was operated at 40 

kV tube tension and 20 mA emission current. 

 

The routine symmetric ω – 2θ scans were performed with a step size of 0.002 ° and 3.57 s 

in the range of 30 to 40 °2θ. The ω angle denotes the angle where the incident x-ray 

meets the sample surface, and the diffracted angle 2θ is defined between the incident 

beam and the detector angle, so that ω is always half of 2θ. These routine measurements 

retrieved information for the c- oriented crystals and the interplanar spacing.  The c lattice 

constant was determined by the following relationship [75]: 
 

 
 

(3) 
 
 
 

where are the Miller indexes, and is the in-plane lattice constant. From this 

expression, the c lattice constant can be determined as . 

 

X-ray rocking curves were performed for one of the InN samples. The results were shown 

in Chapter 5. XRC is a versatile structure analysis tool which is typically used to study 
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single crystals. It can provide information for mosaic spread, dislocation density, strain, 

and ternary composition.  In this work the method was only used to confirm that the 

layers were epitaxial by looking at the omega scan. A detailed description of the method 

is given in [76]. 

 

3.4 Optical transmission spectroscopy 
 

 
 

Optical transmission spectroscopy is a very powerful characterization method, which is 

commonly used to derive optical parameters, such as the absorption coefficient (α) and 

the energy bandgap of the material.  This technique can also give information for thin 

film thicknesses, refractive index, and the crystal quality. 

 

For determining the energy bandgap from the optical absorption spectra the following 

relationship for the absorption coefficient is used: 

 
, (4) 

 

 
 

where is the photon energy, is the energy bandgap, and is a constant depending 

on the electronic transition. For direct transitions , and for indirect transitions 

, whereas for forbidden transitions for direct transitions and 3 for 

forbidden indirect transitions.  From expression (4) follows that the energy bandgap can 

be derived from a plot as an intercept of the linear part of the absorption coefficient 

squared with the x-axis, representing the photon energy [77]. 
 

 
In this work instead of the absorption coefficient squared, the optical density squared is 

used for determining the energy bandgap.  Optical density squared (ODS) is proportional 

to the absorption coefficient squared and is defined by the following relationship [77]: 
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, (5) 
 

 
 

where is the thickness of the film, is the intensity of the incident radiation, and is 

the intensity of the transmitted light. The plot of ODS against the photon energy gives 

qualitative information about the film thickness, which can be judged from the steepness 

of the slope of ODS (compared to known spectra) [78]. The sample thicknesses in some 

of the experiments in this work were calculated from the interference fringes from the 

transmission spectra, assuming a known refractive index, as follows [79]: 
 

 
, (6) 

 
 

 
The thicknesses of InGaN samples were calculated assuming equal to the refractive 

index for GaN. The wavelengths and denote the location between two successive 

interference maxima and m represents the interference order between and . 

 

Two spectrophotometers were used to carry out the optical transmission measurements in 

this work – a Cary 5E with wavelength range from 175 – 3300 nm, and a Cary 50 with 

wavelength range of 190 – 1100 nm. The light sources for the Cary 5E were a deuterium 

lamp for the UV wavelength range and a tungsten halide lamp for the visible to near 

infrared range. The detectors were a photomultiplier tube for the UV – visible range and a 

Peltier-cooled lead sulfide photocell for the NIR. The Varian Cary 50 instrument uses a 

full range xenon pulse lamp as a light source and dual silicon diode detectors. 

 

Baseline and zero corrections were taken before each measurement. The transmission 

percentage is calculated by the software by dividing the sample data for each wavelength 
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to the baseline for the corresponding wavelength. The relationship for the transmittance is 

 
as follows: 

 
 
 

, (7) 
 
 
 

where is the intensity of the sample at a particular wavelength and is the reference 

intensity at the same wavelength. 

 

3.5 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 
 

 
 

Atomic Force Microscopy is a non-destructive imaging technique for surface 

characterization with atomic scale resolution. The AFM microscope uses a mechanical 

method for scanning the sample surface. A sharpened tip is mounted on a cantilever and 

positioned close to the sample surface. The cantilever deflects from the surface in 

accordance with the forces between the tip and the sample surface. This deflection is 

recorded and used to produce an image. The microscope can be used in various modes for 

examining different surface properties.  The two main modes are static (contact) and 

dynamic (non-contact) modes [80]. 

 

Routine AFM imaging measurements were performed in this study to obtain the 3D 

topography of the surface in tapping non-contact mode. Tapping mode is used for 

topography imaging of the surfaces which could be easily damaged or surfaces that are 

hard to measure with other AFM modes. In tapping mode the tip is alternately placed in 

contact with the surface for a short time and then is lifted off to avoid dragging of the tip. 

Tapping mode is used in ambient air. The cantilever in this mode is oscillated at or close 

to its resonant frequency. 
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The measurements were taken with an AFM Nanosurf Easyscan 2 atomic force 

microscope using silicon probes model AppNano ACLA, having a tip radius of 6 nm. 

The root mean square value of surface roughness was determined from the scans to give 

relative estimation of the level of roughness on the samples surface. 

 

3.6 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
 

 
 

Scanning electron microscopy is a surface characterization technique. The microscope is 

shown in Figure 3.2. The microscope uses an electron beam produced at the top of an 

electron column which passes through the column where electron lenses are used to focus 

the beam on the sample surface. Different signals are produced and detected from the 

surface such as secondary electrons, backscaterred electrons, Auger electrons, and 

characteristic x-rays. They are detected with different detectors and give information 

about the sample surface and composition. The characteristic x-rays are used for 

determining the chemical composition with energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX), 

while secondary electrons are typically used for imaging. 
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Figure 3.2 The Hitachi SU-70 SEM as shown in the Hitachi commercial brochure. 
 

 
 
 

The SEM micrographs used in this work were taken with a ultrahigh resolution Schottky 

emission Hitachi SU 70 microscope. High-resolution images taken with the microscope 

are shown in Figure 3.3. The resolution of the microscope was sufficient to provide clear 

details in the cross-sectional images for the conductive samples. The imaging of the 

highly resistive samples was challenging due to large charging effects. 
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Figure 3.3 InN cross-sectional high resolution image taken with the Hitachi SU-70 SEM. 
 

 
 
 
 

3.7 Hall Effect 
 

 
 

The electrical properties were measured by Hall Effect in Van der Pauw geometry [81]. 

About 1 cm large square pieces were taken from the centre of the samples to avoid edge 

effects and indium contacts were placed in the four corners. The samples were then 

mounted in an Ecopia HMS-3000 Hall effect system. All measurements were carried out 

at room temperature. The strength of the magnetic field was 1 T, a permanent magnet was 

used, which provides a lower noise measurement than an electromagnet. 

 

The resistivity of the thin films was measured by applying constant current between two 

adjacent contacts and the voltage is measured across the other two contacts. The 

resistivity can be determined from the van der Pauw relation [81]: 
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(8) 

 

 

Where is the van der Pauw correction factor. The subscripts are the respective 

terminals. The mobility and the carrier concentration are determined by: 
 

 
 

(9) 
 
 
 

Where r is a factor dependent on the scattering type and the degree of degeneracy and 

is the Hall coefficient. 
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Chapter 4. MEAglow grown GaN 
 
 
 

4.1 Preliminary experiments 
 

 
 

4.1.1 Growth conditions 
 

 
 

GaN was grown by the MEAglow technique under conditions for metal modulated 

epitaxy. The MME method was initially created for MBE systems and was presented in 

detail in Chapter 2. 

 

Metal modulated epitaxy (MME) hasn’t been used before for growth with a MEAglow 

system, and some preliminary runs were needed to characterize the growth parameters. 

The aim was to achieve smooth, stoichiometric layers with energy bandgap of 3.4 eV that 

grew at fast growth rates at low deposition temperatures. Such layers can be used as 

buffer layers for further device application where very smooth surfaces are required to 

achieve sharp interfaces. Growth at low temperatures allows deposition at larger areas 

than the commonly used 2’’ wafers and in this way the costs for the material’s production 

can be reduced [69]. 

 

Initial conditions were set for similar pulsed mode conditions as had been previously used 

for MME in an MBE system [65]. A series of experiments were performed to first 

examine the thickness variation in these preliminary GaN growths by varying only the 

total growth time. 

 

The GaN films were grown on c-axis 2’’ sapphire wafers at 630 °C under 1.6 torr 

chamber pressure. The TMG and nitrogen flow rates were set to 1 sccm and 1800 sccm 

respectively. The plasma source was operating at 600W RF power continuously 
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providing active nitrogen throughout the cycling periods. A cycle period lasted 55 s 

modulating only the trimethylgallium flow rate for 30 seconds on and 25 seconds off. 

Each growth was terminated by a plasma step having duration of 7 minutes at the end of 

growth. The variation of the total growth time is presented in Table 4.1. 

 
 
 
 
 

Table 4.1 Variable growth parameters 
 

Sample Id Total growth time Number of cycles 

Sample 1 2895 45 

Sample 2 40020 45x16 

Sample 3 10320x3 45x4 

 

 
 
 

The total growth time in Table 4.1 was calculated by multiplying the cycle length by the 

number of cycles. For the first GaN layer (Sample 1) a nominal number of 45 cycles was 

selected. The total growth time for Sample 2 was increased to 11.11 h from 50 min for 

Sample 1, in order to achieve a thicker layer. After each 45
th 

cycle a cooling and 

reheating step were performed to reduce powder formation from gas phase reactions that 

were found to affect the samples for longer growth times. Sample 3 was grown under 

exactly the same conditions as the previous two samples but the growth was split into 

three parts, each consisting of 45x4 cycles, in order to monitor the thickness variation 

throughout the growth process. Sample 3 was taken out of the growth chamber after each 

run for x-ray diffraction and optical transmission measurements and was then etched in 

HCl:H2O (1:1) solution to remove surface contaminants prior to each subsequent growth. 
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4.1.2 Results and analysis 
 

 
 

All of these 3 MME grown GaN samples had a very dark metallic appearance and semi- 

insulating electrical characteristics. Characterization was performed by x-ray diffraction 

ω-2θ symmetric scans, optical absorption spectroscopy and atomic force microscopy. 

 

Optical transmission and absorption spectra for the samples of the 45 and 45x4 cycle film 

growths (1 and 2, respectively) are presented in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2. There are no 

visible interference fringes present on the transmission spectra at higher than the 

absorption edge wavelengths, which suggests that both layers were very thin. Both layers 

also appear to have similar thickness. This is also evidenced by the equal slope of the 

linear part of the optical density squared plots for both of the absorption spectra. The 

energy bandgap was estimated from the optical absorption spectra to be 3.3 eV which is 

0.1 eV lower than the reported value of 3.4 eV for stoichiometric GaN [28]. Such a low 

bandgap was mainly observed in this work with non-stoichiometric films grown under 

metal rich conditions. Similar absorption spectra have been reported previously for metal 

rich GaN [82]. 
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Figure 4.1 Optical transmission spectra for Sample 1 and Run 1 of Sample 3. 
 

 
 

Figure 4.2 Optical absorption for Sample 1and Run 1 of Sample 3. 
 
 

 
The thickness and energy bandgaps of the samples, which were determined from the 

absorption spectra, are shown in Table 4.2. The two -undetermined values for the energy 

bandgap from absorption spectra are as a result of the non-linear dependence of the 
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absorption coefficient squared and the photon energy for those samples, which made an 

extrapolation with the x-axis impossible. An example absorption spectrum for this is 

shown in Figure 4.3 (Sample 2). The range of the absorption edges for these samples was 

between 3.2 eV and 3.3 eV. From the similar values of the thicknesses in Table 4.2, it is 

evident that the growth rate didn’t increase linearly with the increase of the total growth 

time. This suggests that the growth surface was poisoned, disallowing or severely 

curtailing further growth. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.3 Optical absorption spectrum for Sample 2, for which no linear part of the 

spectrum was found to extrapolate with the x-axis. 
 

Table 4.2 Thickness and energy bandgap comparison from the optical absorption spectra 

for samples 1-3. The performed measurements after each 45x4 cycles for the three runs of 

Sample 3 are denoted as 3a, 3b, and 3c. 
 

Sample ID Thickness (nm) Eg (eV) 

Sample 1 undetermined 3.3 

Sample 2 357 undetermined 

Sample 3a Undetermined 3.3 

Sample 3b 238 3.23 
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Sample 3c 334 undetermined 
 

. 
 

The optical transmission spectra from the three separate runs of Sample 3 are presented in 

Figure 4.4a). Few interference fringes for the subsequent growths after the first run are 

present on the spectra from which information about the film thickness was taken. These 

spectra show absorption at high wavelengths, which is not characteristic for 

stoichiometric GaN layers. The GaN layers are typically 70-80 % transparent for energies 

below the energy bandgap. The onset of the absorption shifts to higher wavelength with 

an increased total growth time of the film. This indicates a metal, or other impurity, 

buildup in the layers that increases absorption at these low energies. Optical transmission 

spectrum of a commercial MOCVD stoichiometric GaN layer is presented in Figure 4.4b) 

for comparison. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.4 Optical transmission spectra for a) the three growth runs of Sample 3, b) 

stoichiometric commercial GaN template 
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Contamination of the growth surface from incompletely decomposed trimethylgallium, 

most likely in the form of methylgallium, or from excess free gallium, were suggested as 

possible reasons for the decreased growth rate of the studied GaN layers at the relatively 

low deposition temperatures employed. At low temperatures usually the third methyl 

group from the trimethylgallium is hard to decompose and impurities in the form of 

monomethyl gallium, carbon or free gallium metal get incorporated into the film which 

hinders further growth. 

 

The surface of Sample 3 was studied further with x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy to 

identify any possible carbon or metal contamination. A Kratos Axis Ultra DLD 

instrument located at University of Ottawa was used. Wide scans were performed with a 

constant pass energy of the analyser of 80 eV, and narrow scan spectra were acquired for 

the main elements with a 20 eV pass energy, using a monochromatic Al Kα x-ray source. 

Curve fitting was performed for the deconvolution of the peaks and relative atomic 

percentages were calculated using CasaXPS software. Since the MEAglow GaN samples 

were semi-insulating the peaks positions were corrected for surface charging effects using 

the known position of the adventitious hydrocarbon peak at 284.8 eV, which is always 

present as a surface contaminant after exposure of the film to the atmosphere [83]. 

 

The data from Sample 3 was compared to data for a commercial GaN template taken with 

a very high resolution XPS instrument, and three additional MEAglow grown samples 

that were grown under different conditions (measured using the Ottawa system) with 

different characteristics. One of the samples (Sample 4) was extremely smooth semi- 

insulating GaN. This sample had a transparent appearance and was closer to 

stoichiometry. The second MEAglow sample studied with XPS for comparison (Sample 
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5) was very non-uniform and had a very rough surface. This sample was spotty and had 

visible dark and transparent parts and two pieces, one from each of the two parts were 

taken for XPS analysis. The common feature between these two additional samples and 

Sample 3 was the termination of the surface with a 7 minutes long nitrogen plasma step. 

The third MEAglow sample used for comparison (Sample 6) was grown under very 

similar conditions to Sample 3 but had a shorter terminating plasma step of 12.5 s. This 

shorter nitridation was used to ensure that any possible inclusions of free gallium metal 

that might be present after growth on the film were not removed during the final 

nitridation. The growth conditions for the additional 2 samples are listed in Table 4.3. 

 
 

 
Table 4.3 Growth parameters for the two additional samples grown under less Ga-rich 

conditions 
 

Sample 

ID 
Pressure 

 

(torr) 

Temperature 
 

(°C) 

TMG 
 

(sccm) 

N2 
 

(sccm) 

Surface 

Termination 

TMG 
On 

 
(s) 

TMG 
Off 

 
(s) 

Sample 
4 

1.2 660 1 1400 7 minutes 
plasma 

30 25 

Sample 
5 

1.2 660 1 1400 7 minutes 
plasma 

30 25 

 

 
 
 

A tentative peak assignment was done based on information available in the literature. As 

is often the case with XPS, instrumental resolution and the overlap of peaks limited the 

ability to accurately determine peak components. The assignments given here are 

therefore tentative, though supporting evidence from the literature was used. The peak 

fitting procedure and some of the supporting XPS data are shown in Appendix A. 
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The surfaces of Sample 3, Sample 5A and 5B were etched in HCl:H2O (1:1) solution to 

remove surface contaminants (including the oxide) before the XPS measurement. The 

measurement of Sample 4 was performed after 6 months without any subsequent etching 

so that a thicker oxide may have formed on the surface. Sample 6 also wasn’t etched, and 

therefore it could also have had a thicker surface oxide. 

 

The carbon 1s line for Sample 3 and Sample 6 revealed four peaks in addition to the peak 

due to adventitious hydrocarbon (Figure 4.5). The two peaks at 280.8 eV and 282.7 eV 

are probably due to Ga-C and Ga-CH bonds originating from the incorporation of Ga-CH 

complexes from partially decomposed TMG. This is suggested because both samples 

were grown under very metal rich conditions and relatively low temperatures. At 

temperatures lower than 600 ˚C one of the methyl groups is more likely to be 

incorporated in the film, since TMG decomposes more completely above 600 ˚C [84]. 

From the quantification results, the total amount of carbon present on the surface was 

found to be 29% of all the main elements present. This was for an RMS surface 

roughness, measured by AFM, of only 4 nm for the films, as compared to the 0.5 nm 

RMS surface roughness measured for a typical commercially available unintentionally 

doped GaN sample. The carbon concentration for the commercial sample was only 8.9%. 
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Figure 4.5 High resolution XPS spectra of Carbon 1s for a) Sample 3 and b) Sample 4 
 
 

 
Samples 4 and 5 were not grown in very metal rich conditions, so for these samples the C 

 
1s peaks below the hydrocarbon, related to Ga-CH bonds, were not present (Figure 

 
4.5b)). Therefore, the carbon contamination level in the bulk of the GaN film (since these 

are bulk contribution rather than a surface contribution) was significantly reduced. The 

peaks at the positions of 286.7 eV and 288.7 eV were common for all the MEAglow 

grown samples and were found to belong to C-N and C-O bonds, respectively [85,86]. 

The C-N peak is ascribed to bonds with additional nitrogen species observed in N 1s 

transition resulting from the termination of the growth with plasma. For the commercial 

GaN template just the 288.7 eV peak, due to C-O bonds, was present in addition to the 

adventitious hydrocarbon. 

 

Both Ga 2p and Ga 3d transitions represent broad single peaks, and for each of these were 

fitted three components. The Ga 3d peaks were centered at a position between the energy 

reported for metallic gallium and the binding energy reported for Ga-N bonds, which may 
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indicate inclusions of free gallium in the bulk film. According to [87] where the author 

examines Ga and N terminated surfaces, a surface terminated with nitrogen can shift the 

Ga 3d peak to lower energy positions and a surface terminated with Ga can shift it to 

higher positions since there will be more Ga likely bonded to oxygen, which is due to the 

chemical shift in the oxidation state with XPS. The Ga 2p and Ga 3d peaks for the 

MEAglow samples were all shifted to lower binding energies, possibly due to metallic 

inclusions. The contribution from gallium metal is hard to resolve after the sample 

exposure to air, as the free metal tends to bond with oxygen and will form surface oxide, 

so a distinct peak due to Ga-Ga bond may not be observable [88]. Possible Ga-C bonds 

are unresolvable within the broad peaks. 

 

The N 1s peak is broad and includes the Ga LMM Auger feature which overlaps at 396 

eV with N 1s when an Al Kα X-ray source is used for the XPS. The use of this source 

was preferred over the other commonly used source, Mg Kα, because a Ga Auger peak 

interferes with the position of the adventitious carbon and a correction for the charging 

cannot be applied when using that source.  All the MEAglow samples contain multiple 

components from chemisorbed nitrogen surface species in the N 1s transition because the 

surface was flooded at the end with nitrogen plasma. Only Sample 6 which was 

terminated with a short nitridation step revealed only one peak in addition to the main 

peak at 398 eV. The commercial GaN for comparison didn’t indicate additional 

components except for the peak due to surface hydrolysis, explained below. 
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Figure 4.6 High resolution XPS spectrum of N1s for Sample 3. 
 

 
 

Figure 4.7 High resolution XPS spectrum of N1s for Sample 4. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Two N 1s components at 398 eV and 399.5 eV were found for all MEAglow samples. 

These are shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. The peak at 398.2 eV was found previously to 

originate from atomic nitrogen incorporated in dysprosium nitride films [89] and as a 

contribution to the N1s in nitrogen rich InN films, grown with plasma-assisted CVD 
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technology.  The second peak at 399.5 eV was ascribed to N-H or N-C bond [90].  The N- 

H species can result from NH3, which forms as a product of the surface hydrolysis of 

GaN when the material is exposed to water in air by the following reaction: 
 

 
GaN + 3H2O → NH3 + Ga(OH)3 (1) 

 

 
Aluminium was present on the survey spectrum of part A (the transparent part) of Sample 

 
5. The sample wasn’t homogeneous and the observed aluminium may have originated 

from the sapphire surface. The components for the peak fitting for Sample 5B are shown 

on Figure 4.8. Significant broadening of the N 1s transition for the two parts of Sample 5 

is observed at higher binding energies which can be ascribed to chemisorbed nitrogen 

surface species. Aluminum bonded to nitrogen can also contribute to the broadening but 

the reported peak position of N 1s for AlN overlaps with the N 1s peak position for GaN. 

An N 1s Transition at 402 eV is also evident for sample 5A and 5B which can be 

attributed to nitrogen bound to oxygen from the sapphire. Chemisorbed molecular 

nitrogen was also observed for TiN films at the same binding energy and may be another 

possible suggestion [91]. The contributions for surface chemisorbed species are a lot 

higher for Sample 5 in comparison to the other MEAglow grown GaN films. The peaks 

below 396.4 eV are fitted for the purpose of removing from the quantification report of 

the components the contribution of the overlapping Ga Auger peak. 
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Figure 4.8 High resolution XPS spectrum of N 1s for Sample 5B 
 

 
 
 

The early MME growth attempts, produced by pulsing in the metal rich regime at low 

temperatures resulted in the incorporation of background impurities degrading the 

structural and optical quality of the layers. After continuous optimization of the growth 

process near stoichiometric good quality GaN layers were achieved and the level of the 

contaminants was significantly reduced. 

 

On Figures 4.9 and 4.10 are presented SIMS results for one of the early-grown samples 

(Sample A) and for a stoichiometric GaN film after optimized growth (Sample B). These 

results confirm the very high level of carbon present in the bulk film for the initial 

growths. As can be seen the levels are significantly reduced for Sample B, which means 

that we have managed to improve the layers significantly. The levels of the impurities are 

still high but this is due to the polycrystalline nature of the films and these impurities 

have segregated down the grain boundaries, not incorporated in the bulk crystal [92]. This 

is evidenced by the levels for oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon all being similar for Sample 
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B since adventitious hydroxides and hydrocarbons are likely only to be present as 

monolayers for surfaces freshly exposed to air. Photos of the samples are presented on 

Figure 4.11a) and 4.11b). The early sample with a high level of carbon is yellow and has 

a dark edge, while the stoichiometric sample, as expected, is transparent and only a little 

yellow at the edge (the grey parts are metal deposited on the back of the sample). 

 

 
 

Figure 4.9 SIMS data for an early sample having high concentration of background 

impurities (Sample A). 
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Figure 4.10 SIMS data for more stoichiometric MEAglow GaN layer (Sample B). 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4.11 a) An early-grown MEAglow sample, b) stoichiometric MEAglow sample 
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In the subsequent sections more detail will be presented of techniques used to improve 

 
the growth conditions aiming towards the achievement of atomically smooth surfaces and 

improved crystallinity. In Section 4.2 the dependence of the pressure is discussed in terms 

of finding an intermediate growth regime at 600 °C for achieving good surface 

morphology. Section 4.3 studies the growth limiting process in terms of deposition per 

cycle and crystal quality. Further studies have been performed on recrystallization and 

improved quality of metal rich GaN layers after post-growth annealing experiments in 

vacuum and air and are described briefly in Section 4.4 

 

4.2 The effect of chamber pressure on the growth of GaN 
 

 
 

Migration-enhanced afterglow epitaxy is a new and therefore relatively immature growth 

method. For this reason several series of experiments were needed to help understand the 

growth process. In comparison, for a typical MBE system an epitaxial phase diagram has 

been established for GaN growth which contains three distinct growth regimes that relate 

the surface morphology of the material to the growth conditions [93]. For that case the 

authors considered the dependence of Ga flux on temperature. The nitrogen rich regime 

results in the formation of nitride islands (three dimensional growth) and the Ga droplet 

regime resulted in the formation of metal droplets. The intermediate regime is the result 

of growth under slightly Ga-rich conditions which yields the smoothest morphology 

without the presence of droplets. The intermediate regime was achieved for unmodulated 

MBE growth at about 700 °C when varying the metal flux [94]. These three regimes were 

further mapped for growth with the MME method in MBE systems (Figure 4.12) [65]. 

The authors discovered that they can pulse between the Ga-droplet and N-rich conditions 
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and still achieve a controllable 2D growth at 500 °C which is shown with b and c arrows 

 
on the plot. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.12 Surface phase diagram for MME growth in MBE systems - Phys. Status 

Solidi C 6, S788 (2009). 
 

 
 
 

In MEAglow MME growth takes place at pressures between 1-10 torr. Since in MBE 

systems the growth takes place at higher vacuum of ~10
-4 

to 10
-5 

torr, there are practically 

no gas phase collisions. In the MEAglow reactor, the growth pressure is a lot higher and 

in order to define similar growth regimes, the pressure dependence had to be further 

mapped to define the three regimes for certain temperature and gas flow rates. In these 

experiments we tried to map the pressure dependence to further define the three regimes 

at temperatures close to 650 °C. 

 

4.2.1 Growth conditions 
 

 
 

The studied samples were grown by MEAglow MME under constant growth conditions 

with the chamber pressure as the only variable parameter. The samples were prepared at 

about 640 °C. The total growth time was 1028 cycles with cycle length was set to a total 
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of 10.5 s, with metalorganic flowing in the chamber for 4 s. This pulse length was found 

in previous experiments to be optimal for higher growth rate. The growth was terminated 

with a step of 2 hours of nitrogen gas flowing into the chamber in order to prevent the 

accumulation of particles which were found to condense on the surface from metal 

redeposition from the reactor chamber walls and other surfaces during cooling. The 

plasma step terminating the growth was removed because it was found to damage the 

surface of the layers. The growth conditions for all the experiments are listed in Table 

4.4. 
 

 
Table 4.4 Growth Conditions 

 

Sample ID Chamber pressure /torr 

2012-03-28-2-GaN 1.2 

2012-04-10-3-GaN 2.8 

2012-04-11-2-GaN 2.0 

2012-04-17-1-GaN 2.2 

2012-05-25-1-GaN 2.1 

2012-05-25-2-GaN 1.9 

2012-05-28-1-GaN 1.8 

2012-06-06-1-GaN 1.7 

 

 
The RF plasma source during growth was operated at the maximum power of 600 W in 

order to generate more active nitrogen species, and the flow rate was kept constant at 

1400 sccm. The TMG flow rate was set to 0.8 sccm. 
 

 
4.2.2 Analysis 
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The total pressure is an important variable in the growth process. It influences the flux of 

molecules reaching the sample surface and also the gas phase reactions which occur 

above the substrate. Increasing the chamber pressure leads to more collisions among the 

nitrogen active species decreasing their mean free path and ultimately their kinetic 

energy. Increasing the number of gas collisions also increases the probability of an 

excited plasma species being de-excited, so that a lower density of active species reach 

the sample surface. The kinetic theory of gases was used to calculate the number of 

nitrogen gas collisions to a first approximation. The collision frequency was first 

calculated by the mean free path of the molecules and their average velocity. 
 
 
 

; , (2) 
 
 
 

where is the universal gas constant, T is the temperature, M is the molar mass, P is 

pressure, and is Avogadro’s number. 

 

The number of gas collisions was found by dividing the collision frequency by the 

residence time. The residence time was calculated from the gas velocity and the distance 

between the plasma source and the sample holder. The gas velocity is found from the 

nitrogen gas flow rate divided by the total area. The total area was calculated from the 

diameter of the holes of the hollow-cathode plasma source. Since the gas flow rate is 

given at standard temperature and pressure conditions (in this case set to 1400 sccm), the 

actual flow rate was adjusted for the different pressures for the studied samples. 
 

 
 

(3) 
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The dependence of the change in pressure on the deposition per cycle is shown in Figure 

 
4.13, where the number of gas collisions is plotted against deposition per cycle. The data 

for the sample thickness was obtained by SEM cross-sectional images using a Hitachi SU 

70 ultra high resolution microscope. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 4.13 Dependence of the GaN layer deposition per cycle on the number of nitrogen 

gas collisions, with the derived three growth regimes 
 

 
 
 

From the plot it is evident that the deposition per cycle and therefore the growth rate 

decrease with the increasing number of collisions, which indicates that the metal is not 

being completely consumed because of the decreasing density of active nitrogen on the 

surface. The two points of 2.0 torr and 2.8 torr are scatter due to the non-uniformity of the 

films produced at such high pressure in the Ga droplet regime. The thickness of those 
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films could not be determined accurately by SEM cross-section micrographs (an example 

is shown for 2.8 torr sample in Figure 4.18a) below). 

 

The growth regimes are dependent on the initial amount of gallium that is deposited. Too 

much gallium deposited results in the formation of droplets and the growth is in the 

droplet regime. When the TMG is off, the conditions start to lean towards the nitrogen 

rich regime but the metal droplets are hard to consume and sometimes nanowires will 

form from the droplets [95]. If the initial amount of TMG is insufficient, then nitrogen 

rich island growth is evident. From these results I have observed that depositing the right 

amount of TMG initially results in a good wetting layer that can be uniformly nitrided. 

 

The three growth regimes were determined by estimating the surface roughness of the 

GaN films by AFM. It was found that at a 1.8 torr chamber pressure, a transition between 

the droplet regime and N-rich regime occurs and an intermediate region was defined 

where the surface roughness was least. A dependence of the surface roughness on the 

chamber pressure is plotted on Figure 4.14. As expected from Figure 4.12, the 

intermediate zone is very narrow at this growth temperature. 
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Figure 4.14 RMS surface roughness dependency on pressure. The data points are 

connected with line just for better following of the trend. The connecting lines are drawn 

only to show the trend 
 

The roughness of the surface decreases, under nitrogen rich conditions until at 1.8 Torr 

the intermediate zone is achieved and then the roughness starts increasing with further 

increases in the total pressure. At higher pressures the excess gallium conditions prevail 

and the free Ga metal cannot be consumed completely resulting in droplet formation. The 

different surfaces can be seen in Fgure 4.15 and Figure 4.16. 
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Figure 4.15 AFM surface images for the samples grown under 1.2, 1.7, 1.8, and 1.9 Torr. 

The RMS surface roughness corresponding to the sample grown at particular chamber 

pressure, is shown below each image. 
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Figure 4.16 AFM surface images of the samples grown under 2.0, 2.1, 2.2, and 2.8 Torr. 

The RMS corresponding to the sample grown at particular chamber pressure, is shown 

below each image. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Further, the TMG bombardment rate was calculated in order to get the approximate 

amount of gallium that reaches the surface. The bombardment rate is entirely pressure 

dependent and can be calculated from the Knudsen equation: 
 

 
 

(4) 
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where is the average gas velocity and is the molar volume, calculated from the ideal 

gas law. In this work the gas temperature was taken to be 300 K for simplicity, though for 

later work a thermocouple was placed in the MEAglow system above the sample holder 

to measure the gas temperature more accurately. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 4.17 TMG bombardment rate dependence of pressure. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

The bombardment rate is plotted on Figure 4.17 against the growth pressure. It is evident 

from the plot that the amount of gallium atoms bombarding the surface increases with the 

total pressure.  At 1.8 torr 1.7x10
20 

molecules of trimethylgallium hit the surface per 

second which, in part (along with dissociation probabilities), determines the thickness of 

the gallium layer.The SEM cross-section images for the two extreme conditions of the 

pressure variations are shown on Figure 4.18a) and 4.18b). 
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Figure 4.18 GaN grown under a) 2.8 Torr chamber pressure and b) 1.2 Torr chamber 

pressure 
 

 
 
 

From the above pictures it can be seen that the sample with the highest pressure is very 

non-uniform and consists of very high features and holes, which is also confirmed by the 

optical transmission measurement, presented in Figure 4.19. The sample grown under the 
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lowest pressure shows the largest thickness for the series because more gallium is 

consumed as soon as it reaches the surface. The two samples show a very big difference 

in their visual appearance. The 2.8 Torr sample is very transparent making almost no 

difference with the sapphire, while the 1.2 Torr sample looks yellow. The rest of the 

samples show the trend that the yellow discolouration begins to disappear with the 

increasing pressure, which may be an indicator that damage is being caused by the plasma 

species under low chamber pressure conditions, resulting in defects with yellow colour 

centres. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.19 The non-uniformity of the GaN layer grown at 2.8 Torr is evident from the 

optical transmission spectrum. 
 

 
 
 
 

The crystal structure of the GaN layers was investigated by X-ray diffraction and optical 

transmission. The scans of the samples are plotted on the same scale for 

comparison. The GaN grown under 1.8 torr has XRD peak position of 34.601 ° and is 
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closest to the accepted position of (0001) GaN, while positions for the rest of the samples 

look scattered from 34.457 ° to 34.582 °, all much lower values. The peak of the sample 

grown under the lowest pressure of 1.2 torr is located at the lowest angle position. The 

FWHM varies from 0.167 ° to 0.225 ° and the broadening is affected by the strain, 

thickness, and grain size.  The XRD spectra are given in Figure 4.20. 

 

The band-gap energies and the maxima of optical density squared are listed on Table 4.5 

for comparison. It can be seen that the sample grown under 1.8 torr has an energy band- 

gap of 3.32 eV which in comparison to the others samples from the series is closest to the 

3.4 eV band-gap of GaN. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 4.20 X-ray diffraction spectra of the studied samples. 
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Table 4.5 Energy Bandgap obtained by optical transmission 
 

Sample 

ID 

Energy Bandgap 

/eV 

1.2 Torr 3.27 

1.7 Torr 3.13 

1.8 Torr 3.32 

1.9 Torr 3.27 

2.0 Torr 3.19 

2.1 Torr 3.09 

2.2 Torr 3.04 

2.3 Torr - 

 

 
 
 
 

The bandgap energies from the optical transmission spectra for all the samples are lower 

than the bandgap for GaN which indicates the presence of defect levels. In Figure 4.21 

are plotted the values of the energy bandgap of the studied GaN samples against the value 

of the c lattice constant obtained from the XRD spectra. The errors estimated from the 

XRD peak positions for the lattice constant are ±0.001Å, and the error from the 

extrapolation of the linear part of the optical density squared is ± 0.02 eV. From the plot 

is evident that the values of the c lattice constant for the samples grown at 1.8, 1.7 and 2.1 

torr are closest, though a little lower than the reported value for GaN of 5.185 Å. The rest 

of the values are higher than the reported value. The XRD peak position of 2.1 torr could 

be due to a larger strain, as it had the largest FWHM of 0.225 °. The data in Figure 4.21 

shows a general common trend among all the samples that as the energy bandgap 

decreases, the c lattice constant increases, however there is a large scatter in the data, 

which suggests multiple effects are in play. These may include native defect or impurity 
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incorporation, plasma damage, and sample thickness variation (which strongly influences 

strain). 

 

The shift in the energy bandgap to lower energies, accompanied with a large increase of 

the c lattice constant in MEAglow grown GaN samples is typically observed in more 

metallic samples. The dependence for some of these very Ga-rich samples is shown in 

Figure 4.22. These three samples, presented in Figure 4.22, were grown under identical 

conditions, and only the flow rate of the TMG was decreased systematically. As can be 

seen with decreasing amount of gallium, the energy bandgap increases and the c lattice 

constant decreases. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.21 The Energy bandgaps of the GaN samples grown at various chamber 

pressures versus the c lattice constant. 
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Figure 4.22 The dependence of c lattice constant versus the absorption edge for Ga-rich 

MEAglow GaN. 
 

 
 
 
 

All the GaN layers grown under different pressure conditions retained their semi- 

insulating character and high level of compensation and therefore it can be inferred that 

the level of the background impurities was still high, particularly carbon which is known 

to cause compensation in GaN and is used in the production of semi-insulating GaN. 

These results suggest that the grown GaN films are still far from stoichiometry even when 

optimal growth conditions were obtained for pulsing in an intermediate growth regime, 

which can provide very smooth surfaces. The results indicate that further improvement of 

the growth conditions is needed to achieve better stoichiometry and crystalline quality. 

 

4.3 Study of the growth rate limiting processes for MME MEAglow grown GaN 
 

 
 

The influence of the three growth regimes, identified in the Figure 4.12 above, on the 

growth rate by modulation of the pulses time intervals was investigated further for 
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MEAglow GaN samples grown at 640 °C. As the MEAglow growth process occurs in a 

CVD environment, the pulse modulation cannot be controlled in-situ with RHEED, as is 

the practice for MME growth in an MBE system. This leads to the need for a better 

understanding of the growth limiting processes in order to achieve improved control and 

reproducibility of the applied MME method. 

 

The pulse modulation was studied by examining six samples that were grown under 

similar conditions at 640 °C. The samples were grown with 1700 sccm and 0.8 sccm 

nitrogen and TMG flow rates, respectively, under pressure of 1370 torr. A metal grid was 

placed above the sample holder to shield the sample surface from more energetic plasma 

species, such as positively charged ions. The grid can be biased optionally but in this 

study it was set to 0 V. 

 

The variation of the pulse length was balanced by the total number of cycles in such a 

way that kept the total growth time constant. In this way it was possible to monitor the 

variation of the growth rate and its limiting growth regimes. The variation of growth 

conditions and the change in the growth rate are shown in Table 4.6 

 

Table 4.6 Variable growth conditions 
 

Sample 
ID 

TMG 
On 

 

(s) 

TMG 
Off 

 

(s) 

Cycle 
length 

(s) 

Number 
of 

cycles 

Total 
growth 

time (s) 

Deposition/cycle 
(nm/cycle) 

Sample 1 4 6.5 10.5 1714 18000 0.140 

Sample 2 4 8 12 1500 18000 0.153 

Sample 3 4 10 14 1285 18000 0.155 

Sample 4 6 12 18 1000 18000 0.220 

Sample 5 8 16 24 750 18000 0.230 

Sample 6 7 14 21 857 18000 0.248 
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The properties of the studied samples were examined by AFM, XRD, SEM, and optical 

transmission spectroscopy. The results from these measurements are listed in Table 4.7 

 

Table 4.7 Properties of the GaN layers grown under the conditions listed in Table 4.6 
 

Sample ID AFM RMS 
 

(nm) 

Eg (eV) XRD Intensity 
 

(cps) 

XRD FWHM 
 

(degrees) 

Deposition/cycle 

Sample 1 2.1 3.2 340 0.21 0.140 

Sample 2 1.5 3.25 580 0.168 0.153 

Sample 3 1.3 3.25 370 0.136 0.155 

Sample 4 1.3 3.32 820 0.124 0.220 

Sample 5 3.9 3.2 2200 0.11 0.230 

Sample 6 3 3.27 5000 0.117 0.248 

 
 

Sample 1 resulted in dark layer, having a low energy bandgap of 3.2 eV. This slightly 

dark colouration suggested that the sample was metal rich and the nitridation was 

insufficient to consume the metal layer. This metal build-up impeded the growth rate and 

the limiting process for the growth rate was strongly Ga-limited. This was confirmed by 

the second experiment with the results for Sample 2. After increasing the pulse length for 

only nitridation from 6.5 s to 8 s for Sample 2, the resultant bandgap increased to 3.25 eV 

and the AFM rms dropped down to 1.5 nm from 2.1 nm, suggesting a transition from 

droplet regime to an intermediate regime. Further increase of the length for the nitrogen 

only pulse didn’t increase the growth rate much suggesting that it was strongly limited by 

insufficient gallium. From these three growths (samples 1-3), a duty cycle with the 

intermediate growth regime under slightly Ga-limited conditions was determined. A duty 

cycle represents the ratio between the TMG pulse length and the total cycle length. 
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(5) 

 
 
 

Taking the duty cycle from Sample 2 excluded the extreme Ga-limiting and nitrogen- 

limiting conditions and then was kept constant for the subsequent three growths while 

varying the total cycle length. The limitations of the growth rate were determined from 

the overall analysis of the energy bandgap, the rms surface roughness, the XRD spectra, 

and were based on experience gained from the previous growth series. For instance, the 

metal droplet regime was characterized by the decrease in the energy bandgap, poor XRD 

spectra, and larger rms surface roughness than the RMS of a GaN layer grown in the 

intermediate regime. When the growth rate was limited by the nitrogen rich regime, 

roughening of the surface was observed. Unfortunately, not much detail of the grain 

structure was seen from the SEM cross-sectional images due to the semi-insulating 

character of the layers and the resulting charging effect. This led to difficulty in 

determining the crystal size. A plot of the duty cycle against the deposited GaN layer per 

cycle is shown in Figure 4.23. 

 

As the total cycle length increased again for Sample 4, keeping the same duty cycle, the 

growth rate increased and the limiting process was again slightly gallium limited as 

evidenced by a decrease in the AFM rms and an increase in the energy bandgap. As the 

deposition per cycle approached a monolayer per cycle (0.259 nm/cycle), the quality of 

the films increased, which is evident from the data in Table 4.7. Sample 5 resulted in 

much rougher surface, indicating the slight transition to N-rich regime, but the XRD 

results were again better than the previous sample. The pulse length was decreased for 

Sample 6 and again a transition to slightly Ga-rich regime occurred, as evidenced by the 

decrease in the surface roughness and increased energy bandgap. 
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Figure 4.23 The determined duty cycle for growth in the intermediate regime showing 

increased growth rate. 
 

 
 
 

4.4 Improvement of GaN MEAglow polycrystalline films after annealing 
 

 
 

A polycrystalline GaN sample was studied for possible changes in the crystalline 

 
structure after annealing in air. The sample was chosen to be very non-stoichiometric and 

the growth conditions were exactly the same as for Sample 2 in Section 4.1. It was grown 

on a 2’’ sapphire wafer. Under these conditions semi-insulating GaN was obtained having 

high levels of background impurities and free gallium metal, (as was confirmed by the 

XPS measurements in Section 4.1). 

 

Previous studies on low temperature grown polycrystalline GaN have shown that it can 

recrystallize and improve its quality after post-growth annealing at temperatures below 

the growth temperatures (570 °C in the reference) [96]. 
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The annealing procedure for the MEAglow sample was to first heat the sample in air to 

 
650 °C for one hour. This temperature was close to the deposition temperature. The 

sample was taken for measurements and annealed subsequently for one additional hour at 

the same temperature.  The third annealing was performed at lower temperature 600 °C 

for 1 additional hour. The whole wafer of the sample was annealed in series, rather than 

few pieces in parallel, in order to get more accurate results, as the grown GaN was non- 

uniform. 

 

After the first annealing a noticeable conversion of the edges of the wafer to amorphous 

oxide occurred but the centre of the sample remained unaltered. The energy bandgap after 

each anneal kept increasing as is evident from the shift in the absorption edge to higher 

energies in the optical absorption spectra. The samples were measured in the centre where 

there was no visual evidence for a conversion to gallium oxide but the shift in the 

absorption edge to higher energies may be due to a contribution from amorphous Ga2O3 

forming, as the c lattice constant didn’t change to the lower values expected for a more 

stoichiometric material with the annealing (Figure 4.24a)). Oxygen tends to segregate 

mainly on the grain boundaries [92], and a change in the lattice constant is not expected 

to be observed but its contribution could be observed from the optical transmission 

spectra. The presence of amorphous oxide in the optical absorption spectra of GaN was 

previously studied in [78]. From the XRD spectra presented on Figure 4.24a), can be seen 

that the GaN layers showed a slight improvement in the peak intensity and FWHM. This 

can be due to freeing of some of the incorporated excess metal, as it becomes mobile and 

can move to the surface and bond with oxygen. Gallium is liquid at only 25 °C and may 

therefore be very mobile at high temperature. Such a mobility can be a possible 
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explanation for the complete transition of GaN around the edge of the sample to gallium 

oxide, as the GaN layer was non-uniform and more metal had incorporated around the 

edge during growth due to the temperature gradient between the sample holder and the 

substrate surface. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.24 a) A comparison between the X-ray diffraction spectra after each annealing 

procedure, and b) comparison between the optical absorption spectra. 
 

 
 
 

In this chapter the optimization of the growth conditions for MEAglow GaN samples 

towards the achievement of better quality stoichiometric layers was discussed. An 

elemental analysis was performed which revealed a high density of background 

impurities possibly incorporated due to the incomplete thermal dissociation of the 

metalorganic precursor. A method for mapping the surface phase diagram related to 

growth in MBE systems to the conditions of MEAglow reactor was presented. As a result 

conditions were found for growth of GaN layers with very smooth surfaces and better 

stoichiometry. The growth limiting regimes in metal pulsed modulation growth were 

studied. The annealing of very metal rich GaN samples was also studied for improvement 

of the crystallinity and a slight improvement of the crystallinity was observed possibly 
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due to the diffusion of free gallium metal. However, further annealing experiments and 

characterization are needed to confirm the results from the annealing studies. 
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Chapter 5. Growth of InN by MEAglow 
 
 
 

5.1 Introduction 
 

 
 

In this chapter the growth and properties of various InN layers produced by MEAglow are 

studied. The chapter is divided into three parts. The first part presents a detailed 

description of the growth process and the optimized growth conditions used for the 

production of stoichiometric epitaxial layers on various buffer layers. Amorphous gallium 

oxide buffer layers, commercial GaN templates, and sapphire were used as the substrate 

layers for the high quality films and their impact on the crystalline quality of InN is 

investigated. The third part is focused on the thermal stability of nitrogen rich MEAglow 

polycrystalline InN samples grown at low temperatures. 

 

5.2 InN grown by MEAglow 
 

 
 

The development of InN has gained a great interest in the recent years mainly due to the 

advances in the InGaN alloy and its use in the commercial production of light-emitting 

diodes. However, InN is considered as the least understood of the group III-nitride 

binaries because of the challenges related to its epitaxial growth. Although a considerable 

progress has been made in this respect in the past decade and high quality films have been 

reported for various growth techniques, some inherent material properties such as the 

large disparity between the size of the indium and nitrogen atoms, high nitrogen vapor 

pressure, and the lack of the lattice matched substrates, complicate the growth process 

and the technology is not mature yet for its commercial application in device structures. 

The low dissociation temperature of InN requires growth at relatively low temperatures 

compared to other group III nitrides. The low temperature growth results in reduced 
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surface mobility of the adatoms which can cause island growth and decreased crystal 

quality. For this reason the migration-enhanced epitaxy technique is commonly used for 

InN film growth [63,97,98]. The advantages of the MEE and MME methods were 

described previously in Chapter two.  All the epitaxial layers described here, in the first 

two sections of this chapter, were grown by using the metal modulated method. The 

results for these state-of-the-art layers were published in [99]. 

 

5.2.1 Substrate preparation and growth conditions 
 

 
 

Growth of InN was attempted on sapphire substrates, on 2 µm commercially available 

 
MOCVD GaN grown on sapphire, and on thin Ga2O3 layers produced on top of a 

 
sapphire substrates. The c-plane sapphire wafers were heated to 1050 °C for 6 hours in air 

 
prior to growth to reduce the damage caused by polishing. The GaN templates were 

etched in HCl:H2O2 (1:1) solution before growth to remove the thick surface oxide that is 

usually present in MOCVD grown films. 

Few nanometers thick Ga2O3 having different surface roughnesses, formed on c-plane 

sapphire, were also used for the InN growth. The thin Ga2O3 layers were produced by 

annealing approximately ten nanometers semi-insulating GaN layers at 1050 °C for 1 

hour in air. This was then etched in HCl : H2O (1 : 1) solution. The GaN layers were 

grown at approximately 660 °C by the MEAglow technique using the MEE method on 

top of a c-plane sapphire substrate. 

All the substrate were additionally prepared in the MEAglow system immediately prior to 

the growth process. They were heated to 550 °C under constant nitrogen flow for 2 hours, 

followed by a nitridation step for 1 minute at a pressure of 750 mTorr. The nitridation of 

sapphire was found to produce a thin AlN layer on the surface which helps improving the 
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crystal quality of the subsequent layer [100]. During the nitridation step the plasma 

source was operated at lower power (100 W) of 13.56 MHz RF power and 1000 sccm 

nitrogen flow rate. 

The MME technique was applied for the growth of the InN layers. The nitrogen plasma 

was kept on continuously during growth and trimethylindium (TMI) was pulsed in the 

chamber for 10 s followed by an interruption of 10 s with only plasma used to consume 

the metal layer. 

 

The optimal growth conditions used for the epitaxial layers were achieved after an 

increase of the chamber pressure to 1 Torr from 500 mTorr used in the previous runs. 

This led increased rate of nitrogen gas collisions (see Chapter X, Section X for GaN), so 

that the more energetic plasma species were quenched and less damage of the growing 

layer was caused from the plasma. For these conditions the TMI flow was set to 0.6 sccm 

and the RF plasma source was operated at 500 W with a nitrogen flow rate of 600 sccm. 

 

The surface morphology of the InN layers was examined by atomic force microscope and 

scanning electron microscope. Two different x-ray diffractometers were used for studying 

the crystalline structure of the layers. A PANalytical X’Pert Pro MRD diffractometer was 

used for the routine ω-2θ scans and a high resolution x-ray commercial diffractometer 

(GE Inspection Technologies) was used for the high resolution x-ray rocking curve ω- 

scans that were performed on the InN layer grown on Ga2O3 buffer layer. The optical 

transmission measurements were performed with a dual beam Varian Cary 5E UV-Vis- 

NIR spectrophotomer operating in the wavelength range of 175 – 3300 nm. The electrical 

properties for some of the samples were obtained from Hall effect measurements by the 

Van der Pauw method at room temperature. 
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The growth rate was about two orders of magnitude higher in comparison to atomic layer 

deposition (ALD). It was observed that the quality of the layers was best when the 

deposition cycle was closer to 2 monolayers. 

 

5.2.2 InN grown on Ga2O3 buffer layer 
 

 
 

In this section the growth of InN layers on very thin gallium oxide interlayers is 

presented. A study was done on the influence of the roughness of the buffer layer surface 

on the crystal quality of the subsequent InN layer. 

 

The InN layers that had the best quality over the rest of the grown samples on Ga2O3 were 

achieved on very smooth Ga2O3 surface. AFM images of the surfaces of the underlying 

oxide layer and the InN layers grown on top of it are shown in Figure5. 1. The coalesced 

crystallites of the InN film are evident from the AFM image (Figure 5.1a). This layer 

measured an RMS surface roughness of 4.7 nm over an area of 4x4 µm, whereas the 

underlying gallium oxide buffer layer shown in Figure 5.1b) measured RMS surface 

roughness of 0.5 nm. 
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Figure 5.1 AFM surface images of: a) the surface of the InN layer grown on top of Ga2O3. 

The RMS surface roughness is 4.7 nm; b) the surface of the Ga2O3 layer. The RMS 
surface roughness is 0.5 nm. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

The surface of the InN was further examined with SEM to confirm the observed 

coalescence in the AFM images. Figure 5.2 shows the SEM micrographs of surface 5.2a), 

and the cross-sectional image 5.2b) of the same InN layer. Large crystallites that have 

coalesced and formed a continuous layer are evident from Figure 5.2, although the grain 

boundaries are still evident with some pits present on those sites. The sample thickness 

was determined from the SEM cross-section image to be 170 nm. The crystal structure 

was examined by ω-2θ scan for which the spectrum is presented in Figure 5.3. The peak 

for InN was present at 2θ = 31.34 °, which indicates a c-axis oriented crystal and the full 

width at half maximum was estimated to be 403 arcsec. 
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Figure 5.2 SEM micrographs of InN grown on top of the thin Ga2O3 buffer layer, 

showing: a) surface image, and b) cross-section of the 170 nm thick InN layer grown on 

the Ga2O3 buffer layer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5.3 X-ray diffraction ω-2θ scan for InN grown on the Ga2O3 layer, showing no 

evidence of In metal peak at 33.1 °. 
 

 
 
 

The high resolution x-ray rocking curve scan (ω-scan) was performed on this sample in 

order to assess the crystalline quality and a FWHM of 2560 arcsec was determined for the 

(002) Bragg reflection while a value of 2710 arcsec was observed for the (104) 

asymmetric Bragg reflection. These values are consistent with a coalescing single crystal 

material. For comparison, InN layers grown on 2 nm thick AlN buffers by Lu et al. [97] 
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had values of the (002) rocking curve of 2598 arcsec, and 1466 arcsec were achieved by 

the same group for InN layers grown on much thicker 120 nm AlN buffer layers. No 

asymmetric reflections were reported in ref. [97] for the samples grown on thin AlN 

buffer layers, as in their case RHEED and AFM clearly indicated polycrystalline material 

with no evidence of coalescence. They needed much thicker buffer layers to achieve 

comparable crystal quality with the layers grown on very thin Ga2O3 by the MEAglow 

technique. 

 

The underlying oxide layer was insulating which allowed Hall effect to be performed to 

obtain the carrier concentration and the mobility for the InN film. A high electron 

concentration of 1.3x10
20 

/cm
3 

and mobility of 150 cm
2 

/V∙s were measured at room 

temperature. Previous studies show that for high carrier concentrations there is no 

dependence on the crystal quality, instead the incorporation of point defects appears to be 

the dominant effect [101].The very high mobility for such a high electron concentration 

implies that the crystal quality is relatively good.  A comparison can be made to Figure 4 

of Lu et al. [63]. Our sample sits more than an order of magnitude in mobility for such a 

high electron concentration. The sample grown on the gallium oxide is also very thin, it is 

well known that InN quality improves with thicker growth [102]. Thicker growth was 

attempted by doubling the growth time but more accurate temperature control was needed 

to achieve good quality layers as sapphire is transparent to infrared while InN absorbs and 

with the increasing InN thickness, the temperature for the growing surface increases. 

 

The absorption edge was determined from optical transmission spectroscopy for both the 

oxide interlayer and the InN layer by extrapolating the linear part of the absorption 

coefficient squared with the x-axis intercept [77]. On Figure 5.4a) is presented the 
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absorption spectrum plot from which the absorption edge of the InN was found to be 1.38 

eV. On the optical transmission spectrum, presented on Figure 5.4b) there was no 

evidence for free electron absorption in the infrared region which is very unusual because 

the sample had a very high carrier concentration. Free electron absorption is normally 

present when there is a Moss-Burstein effect. That it is absent in this spectrum indicates 

that the bulk of the material does not have the strong Moss-Burstein effect which is 

expected for samples with such a high carrier concentration. Therefore, the high 

background electron concentration measured by the Hall effect for this particular sample 

may be due to higher conductivity regions near the substrate interface and/or the surface 

electron accumulation layer, as has been shown by others [103]. Because the InN layer is 

so thin, these interface and surface effects may dominate the measured carrier 

concentration so that the bulk value is actually somewhat lower than the measured value. 

It appears that the bulk carrier concentration is substantially lower, which may provide an 

explanation for the relatively high electron mobility seen for this sample. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5.4 a) Optical absorption and b) Optical transmission spectra for InN/Ga2O3. 
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Figure 5.5 shows the absorption edge for the oxide substrate layer, which was estimated 

to be 5.59 eV. This value for Ga2O3 is higher with respect to the reported value of 4.9 eV 

[104,105] for the crystalline form of β-Ga2O3 which is the most chemically and thermally 

stable polytype, but it is comparable to values reported for smooth amorphous films 

grown by ALD [106]. The oxide showed a very high transparency optical transmission of 

approximately 95% at energies below the bandgap absorption edge. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.5 Optical absorption spectrum of the thin Ga2O3 buffer layer showing a sharp 

absorption edge at 5.59 eV. 
 

 
 
 

Other growths were attempted on rougher Ga2O3 substrates, but these resulted in a poorer 

polycrystalline quality of the on top grown InN layers. SEM micrograph of such film is 

presented on Figure 5.6. It can be seen from the image that the crystalline quality of the 

on top grown InN layer was strongly dependent on the surface roughness of the 

underlying amorphous oxide. These initial results for high quality crystals achieved on 
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the thin amorphous oxide indicate some potential for the use of Ga2O3 as buffer layers for 

InN growth. To date, the growth of InN has been focused mainly on growth on AlN and 

GaN buffers due to the need for lattice matched substrates. Smooth amorphous Ga2O3 

was demonstrated as an alternative buffer for reasonably good quality InN. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5.6 SEM surface image of InN grown on top of 20 nm rough Ga2O3 thin layer. 
 

 
 
 

5.2.3 InN grown on MOCVD GaN templates and sapphire substrates 
 

 
 

Previous MEAglow growths with non-optimized growth conditions were previously 

reported for InN grown on GaN and sharp heterostructures interfaces were produced at 

low temperatures [107] but these results were preliminary and the InN layers were largely 

polycrystalline. By optimizing the growth conditions in metal rich regime thin InN layers 

having excellent 2D morphology were produced on. The crystal quality for some of these 

layers was superior to the crystal quality achieved on the Ga2O3 thin buffers as the 

MOCVD GaN templates were much thicker. 

 

The surfaces of two sister samples grown on GaN and sapphire under the same growth 

conditions, are shown on the SEM micrographs in Figure 5.7. Figure 5.7a) shows the 
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surface of the sample grown on MOCVD GaN template and Figure 5.7b) shows the 

surface of the sample grown directly on nitrided sapphire substrate. It is evident that the 

InN film grown on GaN resulted in continuous epitaxial layer, whereas the InN grown on 

sapphire was polycrystalline. Both samples had substantially different visual appearance. 

The sample grown directly on sapphire had grey powdery look, indicating that indium 

metal had segregated during growth, while the sample grown on GaN was dark and 

uniform with no visible trace of segregated indium. Indium metal was confirmed by the 

x-ray diffraction spectra for the sapphire samples which are particularly sensitive to the 

tetragonal (101) In orientation, found at 33.1 °.The XRD for the InN layers grown on 

GaN template and on sapphire is presented in Figure 5.8. There are no indium inclusions 

on the XRD spectrum for the film grown on the GaN template. The FWHM (266 arcsec) 

of the XRD peak for the sample grown on sapphire substrate is narrower than the FWHM 

of the peak for the sample grown on GaN buffer layer (338 arcsec). The narrower full 

width at half maximum for the peak of the polycrystalline InN grown on sapphire is due 

to the more relaxed small crystallites which leads to a reduced strain inhomogeneity, 

whereas the larger broadening of the peak for the sample grown on GaN could be 

attributed to inhomogeneous strain caused by misfit dislocations at the InN/GaN 

interfaces. The small peak at 31.22 ° is due to the K-beta line of the underlying GaN layer 

which is not completely removed by the nickel filter used in the XRD system. 
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Figure 5.7 SEM micrographs of a) InN grown on a MOCVD GaN template, and  b) the 

sister sample, grown directly on sapphire substrate. 
 

 
 

Figure 5.8 X-ray diffraction for the InN layer grown on GaN template and its sister 

sample grown on sapphire, corresponding to the samples presented on Figure 5.7. 
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Figure 5.9 Optical absorption spectra for InN films produced by MEAglow under similar 

growth conditions. A comparison is made among the layers grown on different substrates. 
 

 
 
 
 

The optical absorption spectra of the InN layers grown under similar conditions on GaN, 

sapphire and Ga2O3 are plotted for comparison in Figure 5.9. The three samples measured 

similar absorption edges close to 1.38 eV. The drop in the absorption spectrum for the 

sample grown on a commercial GaN at ~ 1.55 eV is due to a common measurement 

artifact which is related to the change of the diffraction grating in the spectrophotometer. 

From Figure 5.9 is evident that if linearly extrapolated the absorption spectra with the x- 

axis, they will result in the same apparent energy bandgap which is independent of the 

films crystal quality as was previously studied by Chen et al. [101]. The comparison 

between the three absorption spectra appears to be reasonable because there was no 

evidence for free carrier absorption up to a wavelength of 3300 nm related to the presence 

of strong Moss-Burstein effect. The background electron concentration for the epitaxial 

layers grown on GaN templates could not be measured by Hall effect due to the 
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contribution from the background electron concentration from the underlying GaN layer. 

The carrier concentration for InN layers grown directly on sapphire was not measured as 

well due to the non-uniformity of the samples. 

 

After further optimization of the growth conditions, 2D growth was achieved for the 

MEAglow InN samples. SEM surface image of a layer grown at 512 °C in metal rich 

conditions by MME is presented in Figure 5.10.  This image shows excellent quality fully 

coalesced material with large terraces. The height of the terrace steps was measured by 

AFM to be 2 nm and the RMS surface roughness was 4.2 nm over the measurement area. 

However, the RMS surface roughness over the terraces was less than 1 nm. 

 

The c lattice constant was determined from the XRD spectrum to be 5.703 Å which 

agrees with the values reported for InN in the literature [20]. Large variations of the c 

lattice constant for InN are known to occur when there is defect incorporation, and this 

result indicates low level of defects present in the lattice. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5.10 SEM surface image showing excellent 2D growth of an InN layer, produced 

by MEAglow on commercial GaN template after optimized growth conditions. 
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5.3 Post-growth annealing studies on MEAglow grown nitrogen rich InN 
 

 
 

While previously in the chapter the growth of stoichiometric material was studied, this 

section describes the effect of annealing MEAglow grown nitrogen rich InN thin films in 

air and in vacuum on their optical and electrical properties. 

 

InN stoichiometry and defect structure is strongly dependent on the growth conditions 

[108]. Previous experimental work shows that InN films having large amount of excess 

nitrogen are typically grown at temperatures below 400 °C under non-equilibrium 

conditions [101]. For growth of nitrogen rich material, the use of plasma activated 

nitrogen as group V source is required in order to produce energetic species. The 

existence of nitrogen rich InN has been confirmed in the past decade. Such material was 

observed experimentally from at least 6 independent groups [109-115]. 

 

Considerable theoretical work for InN defect and electronic structures have been carried 

out for growth conditions comprising thermodynamic equilibrium [116-118]. In the 

thermodynamic equilibrium case it is well known that the growth of InN would result in 

nitrogen loss because of the high nitrogen overpressure required for InN and the low 

dissociation temperature of the material. Therefore, nitrogen vacancies (VN ) have been 

considered for a long time as the main source for the high background electron 

concentration in InN films [119, 120]. When indium rich growth conditions are 

considered, Stampfl et al. calculated for zincblende InN, that the formation energy of VN 

will be the lowest and nitrogen rich defects are impossible due to their very high 

formation energy (~ 6 eV) (See Figure 5.11) [117].  More recently, Duan and Stampfl 
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performed calculations for the wurtzite polytype of InN including nitrogen rich conditions 

as well, and they found surprisingly low formation energies for nitrogen rich defects 

[118]. The results are shown in Figure 5.12, and as can be seen, under these conditions the 

formation energies of nitrogen interstitials (Ni) can be less than 1 eV.  Under certain 

conditions these energies would allow the nitrogen interstitial to be the dominant defect in 

wurtzite InN [121]. In the work of Duan and Stampfl, the Ni defects are said to be triple 

donors, which can contribute to the high background electron concentration in the as 

grown InN, if the defects are in reasonable abundance. Butcher et al. have calculated from 

experimental results the activation energy for the nitrogen removal on the growth front 

for RPECVD grown samples as low as 0.4 eV ± 0.1 eV, which also suggests low 

formation energies for nitrogen interstitials since otherwise this defect could not exist in 

any significant concentration [121].  Similarly to the RPECVD process, MEAglow 

growth process predominantly makes use of the lowest excited nitrogen molecular species 

N2* , having potential energy of 6.1 eV [121]. According to Butcher et al. for the 

formation of InN molecules an energy of 1.2 eV is needed, thus leaving 4.9 eV excess 

energy and an extra nitrogen atom. This energy exceeds the formation energies of some 

nitrogen rich native defects, shown on Figure 5.12, and will suffice for their formation 

[121]. 
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Figure 5.11 Activation energies calculated for indium rich growth conditions for 

zincblende polytype of InN. The picture is as shown in reference [117] from Stampfl et. 

al 
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Figure 5.12 The formation energies for native defects for wurtzite polytype of InN under 

nitrogen rich and indium rich conditions, as presented in reference [118] from Duan and 

Stampfl. 
 

 
 
 

In this work post-growth annealing was applied to some nitrogen rich samples in order to 

observe a potential nitrogen loss. Since the interstitial defects can act as donors in InN, 

annealing out the excess nitrogen should result in a change of the background electron 

concentration. If the carrier concentration is reduced due to a removal of the excess 

nitrogen present, it should also affect the apparent energy bandgap measured by optical 

absorption spectroscopy, as the extent of the Moss-Burstein effect would be smaller in 

this case. Hall effect and optical transmission spectroscopy were used to characterize the 

samples after each annealing procedure. X-ray diffraction measurements were performed 

after the film growth to check the crystallinity. 

 

A series of four InN films were grown using the metal modulated epitaxy method under 

 
2.2 torr chamber pressure on c-axis oriented sapphire substrates. The sapphire substrate 
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preparation procedure prior to growth was described in Section 5.2.1. The only variable 

parameter between the three samples was the growth temperature in order to vary the 

nitrogen to indium ratio in the films. The growth conditions for the MEAglow samples 

are presented on Table 5.1. 

 
 

 
Table 5.1 Growth conditions for Samples A, B, C, and D 

 

Sample ID Growth 
Temperature (°C) 

Chamber 
Pressure (torr) 

Nitrogen only 
Time (s) 

TMI pulse 
Time (s) 

Sample A 330 2.2 10 per cycle 20 

Sample B 330 2.2 10 per cycle + 
1800 at the end 

20 

Sample C 360 2.2 10 per cycle 20 

Sample D 395 2.2 10 per cycle 20 
 

 
 
 

In Figure 5.13 is presented the variation of nitrogen to indium ratio with the growth 

temperature for RPECVD grown samples in reference [121]. It can be seen that at 200 °C 

the amount of excess nitrogen measured in the films is extremely large reaching to N/In 

of about 1.7. Considering the relationship for the RPECVD samples, shown in Figure 

 
5.13, it can be inferred that Samples A and B must have the largest abundance of nitrogen 

rich defects for this series, followed by Samples C and D, respectively. Samples A and B 

were grown under the same conditions and temperature (~330 °C). At this temperature 

the nitrogen to indium ratio should be about 1.2 according to Figure 5.13. XRD results, 

described below, confirm the extent of non-stoichiometry for these samples. For sample 

B, an additional 30 minutes long nitrogen plasma step was inserted at the end of the 

growth in order to flood the surface with nitrogen and create more excess nitrogen surface 

species. Nitrogen surface species attributed to nitrogen interstitial defects have been 

observed with XPS previously for RPECVD samples [90].This interstitial nitrogen should 
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create more dangling bonds on the surface, thus contributing to and increasing the 

electron concentration in the surface accumulation layer of InN. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.13 The growth temperature dependence on the nitrogen to indium ratio of 

RPECVD grown InN as it was presented in reference [121] by Butcher et al. 
 

 
 
 
 

The films were approximately 500 nm thick. The sample thicknesses were measured from 

the interference fringes in the optical transmission spectra. This method sometimes can 

give a large error, which was found from previous observations, that can reach up to 50% 

compared to the more accurate values determined from the SEM cross-section images. 

Therefore, the values of the measured carrier concentration most probably deviate from 

the real values and the growth temperature dependence of the carrier concentration of the 

studied samples cannot be discussed here, but a great accuracy of these values is not 

necessary for the purpose of comparison between the different annealing experiments, 
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since the goal of the experiments was to observe a change in carrier concentration 

potentially caused by the annealing out of the excess nitrogen species present in the films. 

 

Samples A and B measured different thicknesses most probably because some etching has 

resulted from the 30 minutes long plasma step at the end of the growth of sample B. The 

carrier concentration for sample B is a little bit higher than the carrier concentration of 

sample A, but it may just be because the sample is thinner , or it can also be as a result of 

the more nitrogen rich surface. That sample B is thinner than sample A is also evident 

from the lower slope of the linear part of the absorption squared in the optical absorption 

spectrum shown on Figure 5.15. The mobility of sample B is a little bit lower than the 

mobility of sample A probably because of the higher electron concentration but is of the 

same order suggesting similar crystalline quality. Both samples had the same absorption 

edge at 1.58 eV ± 0.02eV. The InN film grown at 360 °C measures the largest thickness 

by optical transmission spectroscopy, indicating a faster growth rate resulting from the 

more efficient decomposition of TMI, while the sample grown at 395 °C was thinner and 

had more metallic look indicating that the growth rate was limited by the presence of too 

much excess metal on the growth surface. Samples C and D were grown at elevated 

temperatures and they had a more metallic appearance, while samples A and B resulted in 

very dark (a little darker than expected) uniform films, as has been previously observed 

for nitrogen rich material grown at 300 °C [122]. A little cloudiness is present on the 

surface of sample C. Photos of the samples were not taken because they were lost in the 

vacuum chamber while unloading after the last annealing experiment in vacuum but all 

the films followed the trend in reference [30] for the variation of the colouration of 

 
RPECVD InN samples grown under similar temperatures. 
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The presence of tetragonal In (101) for samples C and D was confirmed by the x-ray 

diffraction ω-2θ scan. The spectra are presented on Figure 5.14 . All the samples showed 

a highly c-axis oriented crystalline structure. The c lattice constants for samples A and C 

(5.722 Å) are greater than the lattice constant of sample D (5.706 Å), which was 

produced at higher temperature and is supposed to be more stoichiometric. The value for 

the c lattice constant of Sample D is closer to the value, reported for stoichiometric InN 

(5.703 Å). The large c lattice constants for the samples grown below 400 °C are 

commensurate with the lattice constants obtained for nitrogen rich samples studied 

previously for RPECVD (see Figure 4 in ref. [123]), although the values are lower than 

the values for samples grown by reactive evaporation [112]. The presence of interstitial 

nitrogen defects was suggested to relate to strong hydrostatic strain arising from the 

introduction of this defect into the InN lattice. The presence of segregated indium metal 

in nitrogen rich material is not uncommon. Indium metal has been observed previously on 

the XRD spectra of samples that measured ratio of N/In > 1 [124]. 
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Figure 5.14 XRD spectra for the 4 annealed samples grown at temperatures between 300 

°C and 400 °C. 
 

 
 
 
 

The optical absorption spectra of the four samples are presented on Figure 5.15. Sample 

C and D showed apparent energy bandgap of 1.32 eV and 1.18 eV. These results agree 

well with previous studies for the growth temperature dependence of the apparent energy 

bandgap of InN grown on sapphire substrates [101]. 
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Figure 5.15 Optical absorption spectra for the four annealed samples grown between 300 

°C and 400 °C. 
 

 
 
 
 

The four samples of this series were annealed together under moderate vacuum conditions 

of 10
-6 

torr. Table 5.2 summarizes the annealing conditions and the results before and after 

each procedure. The samples were first annealed for 1 hour at 390 °C and no change was 

observed in either the carrier concentration or the apparent energy 

bandgap of the InN layers.  The temperature was further increased to 460 °C and again no 

major changes were found for annealing time of 1 + 12 hr. These results indicate that the 

excess nitrogen defects present in the bulk are too resilient to anneal out at comparable 

temperatures with those reported for removal of the defect from the growth surface. This 

means that significantly larger energies are required for the defects once incorporated in 

the bulk crystal to diffuse and form nitrogen molecules and eventually escape from the 
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crystal. It was noted by Butcher et al. [121] that defect removal during growth was a two 

step process, diffusion of the defect species to the surface, and their subsequent 

desorption. Obviously during growth the diffusion step is less important since the defect 

species are closer to the sample surface, whereas diffusion becomes the limiting process 

for annealing an already grown sample. 

 
 

 
Table 5.2 Results from InN post-growth annealing. 

 

Sample 
ID 

Anneal 
Temperature 

(°C) 

Time 
duration 

(hour) 

Carrier 
Concentration 

Mobility Apparent 
Energy 

Bandgap 

(eV) 

Sample A Before anneal N/A 1.30E+20 27.1 1.57 

387 1 1.31E+20 26.9 1.57 

460 1 1.32E+20 26.7 1.57 

460 12 1.30E+20 26.6 1.57 

Sample B Before anneal N/A 1.83E+20 24.2 1.58 

387 1 1.84E+20 23.9 1.58 

460 1 1.86E+20 23.2 1.58 

460 12 1.94E+20 21.9 1.58 

Sample C Before anneal N/A 1.15E+20 42.8 1.31 

387 1 1.17E+20 41.8 1.31 

460 1 1.18E+20 41.6 1.31 

460 12 1.18E+20 41.4 1.31 

Sample D Before anneal N/A 2.16E+20 51.5 1.18 

387 1 2.14E+20 51.6 1.18 

460 1 2.13E+20 51.5 1.18 

460 12 2.16E+20 50.6 1.18 
 

 
 
 

Another annealing experiment was performed for a 170 nm thin sample grown at 290 °C. 

The thickness was determined from the SEM cross-section, presented in Figure 5.16. The 

polycrystalline columnar structure of the sample is evident from the micrograph with 

crystallite size less than 200 nm along the a-lattice constant. The carrier concentration of 

the sample was measured by Hall effect to be 2.75x10
20

/cm
3 

before the annealing in 
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vacuum. This value is comparable with polycrystalline nitrogen rich RPECVD films 

grown at the same temperature [108]. The results from the annealing experiment are 

presented in Table 5.3. For this sample no change was observed as well even when the 

temperature was raised to 515 °C, confirming the results from the first series of examined 

samples with nitrogen to indium ratio greater than unity. Since the carrier concentration 

remained the same for 13 hours anneal at 515 °C, it follows that no decomposition 

occurred for the InN nitrogen rich film at this temperature. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.16 SEM cross-sectional image of the sample grown at 290 °C. The columnar 

structure is evident from the micrograph, showing small grain size less than 200 nm. 
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Table 5.3 Properties of the annealed samples. 
 

Sample ID Anneal 
Temperature 

Time 
Duration 

(hr) 

Carrier 
Concentration 

Mobility Apparent 
Energy 

Bandgap 

2012-01-04-2- 
InN 

Same section 

Before 
anneal 

N/A  
2.75E+20 

 
9.73 

 
1.81 

387 vacuum 1 hour 2.76E+20 9.7 1.81 

387 vacuum 1+12 hours 2.82E+20 9.29 1.81 

432 vacuum 1 hour 2.81E+20 9.3 1.81 

432 vacuum 1+12 hours 2.82E+20 8.74 1.82 

480 vacuum 1 hour 2.84E+20 8.64 1.83 

480 vacuum 1+12 hours 2.77E+20 8.61 1.83 

515 vacuum 1 hour 2.73E+20 8.04 1.82 

 515 vacuum 1+12 hours 2.80E+20 7.9 1.82 

400 air 10 min 2.60E+20 5.77  

400 air 30 min 2.02E+20 4.68  

400 air 1 hr 2.30E+00 3.24  
 

 
 
 

There are many existing reports for various decomposition temperatures of InN [125-128] 

and a considerable discrepancy among the various data. Thermal annealing studies have 

also been performed on nitrogen rich samples grown by modified activated reactive 

evaporation (MARE) [112]. In this article the authors report that their nitrogen rich 

samples start decomposing at 500 °C. Their samples experienced major changes of their 

electrical and optical properties for both and vacuum annealing at 400 °C. The MARE 

samples were grown at significantly lower temperatures than the MEAglow samples 

(about 170 °C to room temperature), and they also observed oxygen incorporation under 

vacuum anneal. At such low growth temperatures, the nitrogen defect density should be 

very high, which would make the films less stable. 
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This and another sample, grown at the same temperature but 460 nm thick, were annealed 

in air at 400 °C for 10 minutes, followed by another annealing for 30 minutes and 1 hour. 

The results for both samples showed the same trend. The carrier concentration didn’t 

change and there was a slight decrease in the mobility possibly indicating oxygen 

incorporation at the grain boundaries. It was previously reported that oxygen tends to 

segregate as an amorphous oxynitride at the grain boundaries of InN thin films [129]. 

These studies suggest that nitrogen rich MEAglow samples are stable up to near the 

decomposition temperature for InN. 

 

Two pieces from a nitrogen rich sample grown at 360 °C were first annealed in air. One 

piece 1a, was annealed for 10 minutes and the other 1b, for 1 hour at 400 °C. The 

mobility of the sample annealed for 1 hour dropped more than the piece annealed for 10 

minutes possibly indicating that more oxygen had incorporated at the grain boundaries of 

the crystallites and impeded the conduction path of the carriers. Both pieces were 

afterwards annealed in vacuum at 430 °C for different time durations. Hall effect was 

performed after each period. The results are presented in Table 5.3. The two pieces 

showed improvement by a slight increase of their mobility, perhaps indicating some 

desorption of incorporated oxygen. Interestingly, the piece annealed for a longer time in 

air decomposed after exposure to 430 °C for 37 hours under vacuum, which was indicated 

by an increase of the carrier concentration, while piece 1a improved further. The reason 

for the faster decomposition of the piece annealed for longer time in air could possibly be 

attributed to the formation of more amorphous oxynitride between the grains and when 

this larger amount was annealed out, the film became less stable. In order to test the 

thermal stability of piece 1a, it was heated in vacuum for an additional 40 hours but no 
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further improvement or decomposition were observed.  Since none of the rest nitrogen 

rich samples showed any change in their electrical properties up to temperatures of 515 

°C, it can be inferred that the improvement of the two pieces  can be attributed to the 

 
desorption of the incorporated oxygen during the air heating. 

 

 
 
 

Chapter 6. Growth of InGaN by MEAglow 
 
 
 

InGaN has been widely studied for its application in light-emitting diodes [130,131], and 

potentially in solar cells [4,6,132,133] because its direct bandgap can be tuned over the 

entire visible range. The alloy has already found application in violet, blue, and green 

LEDs and the growth of films having low indium mole fraction is well established using 

commercially available techniques such as MOCVD, while the performance of yellow 

and red LEDs is poor, probably because of poor material quality. The first commercially 

available bright blue LEDs from InGaN/GaN double heterostructures were demonstrated 

by S. Nakamura in 1993 [134]. These LEDs had a broad spectrum which was attributed to 

the introduction of Zn in the active InGaN layer. This was followed by the production of 

blue/green single quantum well LED structures [33,135]. The indium content for these 

structures was varied from 20 to 70 % in order to change the InGaN peak wavelength 

from blue to yellow but the emission spectra for green and yellow were broad and the 

structures had low power output, which was attributed to the strain between the InGaN 

well and the barrier layer [135]. 

The growth of InGaN over the entire alloy composition is plagued by inherent material 

properties so that high quality epitaxial crystals are hard to produce. Large lattice 

mismatch and the different thermal stability between GaN and InN are some of the 
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reasons for the challenging epitaxial growth. High quality crystals having high indium 

content are especially hard to achieve in comparison to gallium-rich ones because of the 

lower decomposition temperature of InN. Phase segregation in the alloy is another factor 

inhibiting the production of good quality InGaN films. The possible causes for phase 

separation have been described in ref. [138,38]. The occurrence of phase separation, the 

alloy composition, and the dissociation of InN can be strongly affected by the growth 

temperatures which have to be selected very carefully, as well as other growth 

parameters.  In this thesis the growth of InGaN layers was attempted at temperatures in 

the range of 400 – 540 °C by MEAglow MME. The upper temperature limit was 

determined by the re-evaporation of indium which occurs above 540 °C. 

The following study aimed to find optimal growth conditions for improvement of the 

crystal quality and increasing the indium content in MEAglow InGaN 100 – 300 nm thick 

layers. The first section in this chapter is a summary of the effect of metal rich growth 

conditions applied for InGaN layers grown directly on sapphire substrates and the phase 

segregation caused by clustering of indium on the growth surface. Section 1.2 is about the 

effect of metal pulse length on the indium incorporation at elevated temperatures. In 

Section 1.3 the composition-dependent structural, electrical and optical properties of the 

MEAglow InGaN samples with respect to growth temperature are presented. Section 1.4 

discusses briefly the InGaN grown on GaN buffer layers which are compared to 

MEAglow InN grown using similar conditions on the same buffers in order to assess the 

effect of the lattice mismatch between the three compounds. 

 

6.1 Growth in metal rich regime 
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Indium segregation is a common problem in InGaN growth at low temperatures which 

originates from the differences in the formation enthalpies of InN and GaN. Indium 

segregation at the growth front is known to have a detrimental effect on the optical 

properties of the material [137,138] and different strategies are applied in the various 

growth techniques to prevent it. For instance, in MOCVD reactors this issue is being 

solved by growth at higher temperatures (~ 800 °C) and high III/V ratios in order to 

maintain reasonable indium incorporation [137]. Surface segregation has been widely 

observed in MBE systems as well [138-142]. In non-modulated MBE growth, the indium 

segregation is typically related to the III/V ratio and is prevented by growth in the 

nitrogen rich regime [138,141]. GaN is normally grown under a slightly metal rich regime 

in MBE in order to maintain smooth surfaces, but growth of InGaN requires lowering of 

the Ga flux typically used for the metal rich regime. At high enough growth temperatures, 

the indium metal can act as a surfactant under metal rich conditions aiding in the growth 

of GaN with only small amounts being incorporated [140]. 

 
The following experiments were performed to eliminate the indium surface segregation 

present in the initial MEAglow InGaN growths, while maintaining metal rich growth 

conditions. MBE growth using the MME method has been used for InGaN in the metal 

rich regime throughout the full indium compositional range [142].  In their work Moseley 

et al. report that the phase separation resulting from indium surface segregation was 

prevented by an increased frequency modulation of the metal shutters and by decreasing 

the time for the metal pulse. The results in ref. [142] demonstrate that indium segregation 

at the growth front does not depend on the growth regime but that it is more dependent on 

the quantity of the adsorbed metal layer. MEAglow growth in the metal rich regime also 

resulted in indium surface segregation but a different strategy was used for preventing it, 
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since decreasing the metal pulse length can lead to a change in the alloy composition for 

this technique (see Section 6.2).  In the MEAglow growth regime we observed that low 

temperature growth of InGaN can be achieved without indium surface segregation 

regardless of the presence of a high metal dose and long pulse duration. 

The InGaN samples for the study in this section were grown at approximately 420 °C on 

 
¼ sections of 2’’ sapphire wafers that were annealed at 1050 °C for 1 hour in air prior to 

growth. High metalorganic flow rates were used to deposit enough metal to enhance the 

adatom surface mobility. Equal flows of 1 sccm for both TMI and TMG were pulsed at a 

chamber pressure of 2.2 torr. The plasma source was operated at its maximum power 

(600W) and the nitrogen flow rate was set to 1400 sccm. The growth occurred for 600 

cycles with a total time per cycle of 55 s, and time for metalorganic flow of 30 s. For 

these experiments occasional flushing of the chamber with nitrogen gas was introduced in 

order to remove the metalorganic and prevent indium droplet formation from TMI 

buildup in the chamber. Results for the three samples are presented. Two of the samples, 

Sample 2 and Sample 1 were grown under different growth conditions with and without a 

metalorganic (MO) flushing step, respectively. Sample 1 resulted in InGaN of indium 

composition in the alloy of 34 %, and the other two samples had indium concentration of 

40 %. The indium mole fraction was calculated from the XRD peak position using 

Vegard’s law assuming linear dependence between the bandgap of GaN at 3.4 eV and the 

bandgap of InN, believed to be 0.7 eV, though considerable controversy still exists in 

regards this latter value [143,144]. The 0.7 eV value was selected for this calculation in 

order the following results the obtained bowing parameters to be comparable with other 

values reported in the literature. According to the theoretical report presented in [144] a 

significant impact of an electron localization present in disordered solid crystals has to be 
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considered for the determination of the crystal properties. The author of [144] studied the 

impact of these electron localizations which can possibly account for the higher energy 

bandgap of InN, reported in the literature [119]. Alexandrov suggests a value for the 

energy bandgap of InN of about 1.9-2 eV when the electron localizations are taken into 

account [145]. 

Figure 6.1 shows the x-ray diffraction spectra of the three studied samples. The main 

InGaN peak is present at 33.44 °. A second peak due to another phase of material is 

present on the XRD spectra at 31.35 ° and is due to InN. The InGaN peak of Sample A is 

shifted to higher angle with respect to the rest of the samples. Similar shift of the XRD 

peak is observed in ref. [142] and is suggested to be related to indium segregation at the 

growth front that would shift the InGaN peak towards GaN and leave indium droplets. 

The small XRD peak at 35.3 ° was observed only in some of the samples with various 

degree of powder on the surface and its origin is unknown, although it could be a second 

reflection from InGaN powder on the sample surface. 
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Figure 6.1 XRD of samples grown with (samples 2 and 3) and without (Sample 1) 

metalorganic flushing step. 
 

 
 
 

The optical absorption data for Sample 1 is presented on Figure 6.2. From the data is 

evident that there can be extrapolated two distinct linear regions of the optical density 

squared with the x-axis. The first region appears at 0.6 eV, and the second region is at 1.9 

eV. These two absorption edges in combination with the XRD results indicate that phase 

segregation resulting from indium surface segregation at the growth front is present in the 

alloy. The indium is converted to a nitride at the surface during the final stages of the 

growth. 
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Figure 6.2 Optical absorption of Sample 1 showing two linear regions of the optical 

density squared. 
 
 

 
For Sample 2, after introducing an MO flushing step in every 26

th 
cycle and 2 hours 

cooling in the growth chamber. The optical absorption spectrum resulted in a single 

absorption edge of 2 eV (Figure 6.3), though some tailing is still evident from the 

absorption below this band edge. However, the XRD spectrum again indicated the 

presence of an InN phase. This InN phase could be the result of a surface contribution of 

a nitrided indium that deposited from the chamber at the end of the InGaN growth, 

perhaps during cooling, as the growth was terminated by nitridation at the beginning of 

the cooling step, though a good part of the indium that would have segregated during 

growth was eliminated by the flushing of the metalorganics in the reactor during growth. 

The results for Sample 3, discussed below would seem to confirm this hypothesis. 

Sample 3 was grown under the same conditions as Sample 2 but was taken out of the 

growth chamber very quickly during the MO flush step before the end of the program, so 

that no after-deposit could form during the cooling step. Instead of cooling in the growth 

chamber, where there still might be some residual TMI or indium, the sample was cooled 

in the load lock. 
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The XRD spectrum of sample 3, in Figure 6,1, shows only a very small InN peak. This 

InN was found to be present in a very small amount only on the surface. This is evident 

from a grazing incidence x-ray diffraction scan carried out at 10 ° grazing incidence angle 

(Figure 6.4). Figure 6.4 shows that the intensity of the InN peak increases with decreasing 

incident angle and the intensity of the InGaN peak decreases. This result indicates that the 

InN is a surface contribution since at grazing incidence the X-ray beam doesn’t penetrate 

very deeply into the sample. The small XRD peak at 35.3 ° was also found to increase in 

the grazing incidence spectrum, again indicating that it is probably related to the surface 

and not the bulk of the layer. Similarly to Sample 2, Sample 3 also showed an absorption 

edge at 2.02 eV (Figure 6.5) though with significantly less tailing apparent than for 

Sample 2. 

In ref. [142] very small amounts of indium nitride also remained on the surface as a result 

of the thermal decomposition during the cooling process after growth for samples grown 

by the Georgia Institute of Technology. They resolved this issue by capping the InGaN 

surface with 10 nm thick GaN layer, though this would be a non-optimal solution for 

many device structures. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.3 Optical absorption spectrum of Sample 2. 
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These results demonstrate a significant improvement of the MEAglow grown InGaN and 

it is also an indicator that metal rich growth conditions can be applied successfully for 

compositions of up to 40 % indium without phase separation resulting from indium 

condensation on the growth surface. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.4 Comparison between ω-2θ and grazing incidence scan of Sample 3. 
 

 
 

Figure 6.5 Optical absorption edge of Sample 3. 
 

 
 
 
 

6.2 The effect of metal pulse length 
 
 
 

One of the objectives of this study was to try and increase the indium incorporation in the 

 
InGaN films, which for MOCVD has proven to be problematic. In an MOCVD 
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environment the use of metalorganic precursors and ammonia are limiting factors which 

require a lot higher growth temperatures than the dissociation temperature of InN and this 

represents an obstacle for the growth of high indium content layers. In MEAglow, 

ammonia is not being used as a nitrogen precursor but trimethylgallium needs a high 

enough temperature to undergo pyrolysis and release the three methyl groups. 

A series of InGaN films were grown at 540 °C while varying the time for the 

metalorganics pulse. This was done in order to decrease the amount of metal used and 

observe changes in the quality of the material grown. The rest of the growth parameters 

were kept constant. Four samples were selected to represent the trend from the variation 

of the metal pulse length. Figure 6.6 shows the XRD spectra of the samples studied from 

this series. Samples A, B, C, and D were grown with metalorganic flowing for 10, 7, 5, 

and 3.5 seconds, respectively. The number of cycles was increased with each growth in 

order to maintain approximately the same overall growth time. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.6 a) XRD spectra showing the variable composition with varying the time for the 

metalorganic pulse, and b) XRD of the sister sample of Sample C grown on GaN, showing 

a single InGaN peak at 34 ° and a GaN substrate peak at 34.6 °. 
 

 
 
 

From Figure 6.6a) can be seen that the indium mole fraction in the samples increases to 

sample C when decreasing the time for the metalorganic pulse. This same situation is not 
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observed in MBE [142], where the decrease of the metal pulse didn’t affect the alloy 

composition. The pulse times in ref. [142] were decreased from 10 s to 4 s and this didn’t 

change substantially the alloy composition. However, CVD metalorganic delivery is 

much more complex than the direct flux delivery of an MBE system. Optimally we would 

hope that the indium to gallium ratio would remain much the same with a change of the 

metalorganic pulse time, but the decomposition rates of the metalorganics may be 

different, also delivery of molecules to the sample surface may change with time due to 

the weight of molecules in what is otherwise a nitrogen flow. There may also be some 

loss of the indium from the sample surface due to desorption, as the indium can desorb at 

a lower temperature compared to gallium. This might be explained by some loss resulting 

from an increased residence time for the indium atoms on the growth surface, since fewer 

of them will desorb at 540 °C if the pulse time is shorter. The indium composition was 

found to be 9 % for Sample A and was determined from the contribution of the main 

XRD peak where a large tail is observed in the base, perhaps indicating composition 

fluctuations mainly due to the low solubility of InN in GaN. For Sample B two peaks 

were present with one phase having 23 % indium and the second with 29 %.  Further 

increases in the amount of indium was found for sample C, again with two phases present 

on the XRD spectrum – one at 28 % and the other at 38 %. A single peak of InGaN with 

slightly decreased indium concentration (27 %) was observed for the InGaN grown with 

3.5 seconds MO flow (D), showing a more homogeneous compositional distribution.  The 

two distinct separate phases observed in B and C can be attributed to strain effects 

between the InGaN and the sapphire substrate. This can also be inferred from the XRD 

spectrum of the sister sample of Sample C grown on GaN buffer layer, where a single 

InGaN phase with 17% indium content was present (Figure 6.6b)). The indium 
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composition for the sample grown on sapphire is increased by strain relaxation, which 

can be related to the compositional pulling effect observed in other reports [146]. The 

epitaxial growth of InGaN on sapphire leads to strain in the InGaN layer due to the large 

lattice mismatch with the sapphire. If the layer thickness is less than a certain critical 

layer thickness, the film is pseudomorphically strained. After exceeding the critical layer 

thickness, the strain is relaxed through the introduction of extended defects and the 

magnitude of strain decreases. A TEM image is presented in Figure 6.7 for InGaN grown 

directly on sapphire showing the presence of threading dislocations and stacking faults, 

among other defects, related to the lattice mismatch between the sapphire and the InGaN. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.7 TEM cross-sectional image of a 100 nm thick InGaN grown on sapphire 
 

 
 
 

The increase of indium amount was further confirmed by the optical absorption spectra 

which showed a decreasing energy bandgap. The bandgap determined from the optical 

absorption spectra is plotted against the metalorganic pulse length in Figure 6.8a).  The 

measured bandgaps for A, B, and C are very low for the corresponding indium mole 

fraction, determined from the XRD parameters measured for the main peak, which could 
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be attributed to the presence of a second In-rich phase of the InGaN. The point for 

Sample D shows an increased energy bandgap in comparison with the other three 

samples, and a part of this increase may be due to the presence of slight free carrier 

absorption observed at wavelengths above 2500 nm from the optical transmission 

spectrum (Figure 6.8b), which may indicate the presence of a Moss-Burstein effect. 

Sample D showed the highest carrier concentration among the rest of the samples in the 

growth series which was in the order of 1020/cm3. A part of the high carrier concentration 

may be due interface effects, as the layer was only 70 nm thick, but the absorption at high 

wavelengths clearly indicates also relatively high electron concentration in the bulk. 

Moss-Burstein effect has been observed for degenerate InN films [119], as well as in GaN 

[147] and for indium rich InGaN layers grown by MARE [148,149]. However the 

presence of Moss-Burstein effect is only an assumption in this work because no 

additional theoretical study was done. This theoretical study includes determination of 

parameters connected with the energy band gap of InGaN and due to this reason the study 

goes beyond the scope of this dissertation. The carrier concentrations and mobilities for 

the studied samples are presented in Table 6.1. Hall effect measurements for sample A 

couldn’t be performed because of the powder formation on the surface and its non- 

homogeneity but it showed some conductivity at room temperature. 

 
 
 

Table 6.1 Hall Effect data for Samples A, B, C, and D. 
 

Sample 
ID 

Carrier 
Concentration 

Mobility 

A N/A N/A 

B -1.57E+19 2.18 

C -2.36E+19 4.94 

D -1.63E+20 1.29 
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As a result of the decreased pulse length the indium incorporation increased by 

decreasing the residence time of the indium atoms on the surface to an optimum value 

around 5 seconds and then began to decrease again. Incorporation of more indium led to 

improved quality of the layers grown on sapphire and to reduced phase segregation. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.8 a) The variation of the optical bandgap with the MO pulse length, and b) 

optical transmission for Sample D. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6.3 The effect of growth temperature 
 

 
 

Many observations have shown that the indium composition in InGaN is very sensitive to 

the growth temperature [137,150,151]. The typical growth temperature range for the 

binary compounds in the MEAglow reactor can start from temperatures as low as 290 °C 

at which temperature nitrogen rich InN is grown and reach up to 520 °C for metal rich 

InN films, while GaN is grown typically at about 660 °C. 

The growth of 100 – 300 nm thick MEAglow InGaN samples was studied in the 

temperature range of 400 – 540 °C. The upper temperature limit was selected because 

MEAglow grown InN was previously found to largely decompose and evaporate above a 
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growth temperature of 550 °C (see Chapter 5). A comparison is presented here for 

samples grown at 405, 450, and 540 °C to study the structural, optical and electrical 

properties as a function of the composition variation. 

 
 
 

The growth at high temperatures results in a loss of the indium metal due to desorption 

and decomposition processes. For samples grown at 540 °C, the composition variation 

under different growth conditions was 0.03 ≤ x ≤ 0.34.  As discussed in the previous 

section, phase segregation was observed for samples with x > 0.2 at this temperature. 

Only three samples of higher indium content resulted in single but still very broad XRD 

peaks. 

In contrast, the InGaN grown at 405 °C had better crystalline quality for increased indium 

content, showing single peaks on the ω-2θ x-ray diffraction scans (Figure 6.9).  At 460 °C 

an intermediate composition was achieved which varied between 15 and 30 % indium 

mole fraction. The results are presented in Figure 6.10, where the dependence of the 

InGaN composition is plotted against the energy bandgap which was obtained from the 

optical absorption edge. The error bars for the indium content were calculated from the 

full width at half maximum of the x-ray diffraction spectra. The error bars that spread 

below zero indium content are due to strain broadening of the diffraction spectra of the 

samples having composition close to GaN. In this graph the black squares represent the 

samples grown at 405 °C, the green triangles are the data for the samples grown at 540 °, 

the blue triangles show the data for 460 °C. The red dots represent the samples that 

showed the presence of free carrier absorption on the optical transmission spectra related 

to the presence of a Moss-Burstein effect. These samples are shown separately as they 
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would show an absorption edge above the expected optical bandgap. The phase 

segregated samples were removed from the data in Figure 6.10. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.9 X-ray diffraction of InGaN grown at 405 °C on sapphire. 
 

 
 
 

From 6.10 the temperature dependence for the indium incorporation is strongly evident. 

The crystal quality of the layers increased with increasing indium content of the films. An 

example of the trend for the XRD FWHM as a function of the composition is presented in 

Figure 6.11 for samples grown at 405 °C, where it can be seen that the quality drastically 

improves with increasing x but degrades when x reaches 0.4 probably due to strain. The 

connecting lines in Figure 6.11 are drawn only to show the trend. Degraded crystal 

quality was reported for InGaN samples with composition between 0.4 and 0.6 and was 

explained with the large strain arising with composition far from the two binaries [152]. 

A better crystal quality is expected at growth temperatures close to the decomposition 

temperature of InN, as was observed for MEAglow InN grown under metal rich 
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conditions, but the indium incorporation efficiency in InGaN at this temperature was very 

low and a large phase separation was observed under similar growth conditions. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.10 Temperature dependence of the InGaN composition as a function of the 

absorption edge for MEAglow InGaN. 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6.11 Variation of the FWHM with the composition for samples grown at 405 °C. 
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The variation of the energy bandgap of InGaN with the composition is very important 

parameter for designing device heterostructures and has been widely studied theoretically 

and experimentally [153] For pseudomorphically strained layers, the dependence of the 

energy bandgap on the indium composition is linear and is determined by the following 

relationship [136]: 

 
 
 

, (1) 
 
 
 

 
where is the unstrained energy bandgap, is deformation potential for the specific 

direction of the strain and is the biaxial strain produced by the lattice mismatch. 

The range of the studied films does not allow a direct determination of the bowing of the 

 
bandgap. The bandgap of relaxed unstrained layers follows Vegard’s law and is typically 

 
expressed by the following relationship [154]: 

 
 
 
 

(2) 
 
 
 
 

where b is the bowing parameter. Various values have been reported in the literature for 

the bowing parameter from experiments and theory [153]. However, the relaxation value 

of the lattice constant and the exact origin of the optical transitions have to be known in 
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order to accurately determine the dependence of the energy bandgap on the alloy 

composition.  Usually the strain is avoided by growing thick films but this deteriorates the 

crystal quality and results in phase segregation. The range of the reported values for the 

bowing parameter is large. Values have been reported from 1 to 6 eV [154]. Possibility 

for the observed variation of the bowing parameter to be due to the lack of consideration 

for electron localization, was suggested by Alexandrov, based on theoretical studies 

[144]. 

The behaviour of the energy bandgap at higher gallium content is in agreement with the 

behaviour for the MEAglow GaN samples discussed in Chapter 4. As can be seen from 

the plot, the energy bandgap for the samples with composition close to GaN decreases 

with decreased temperature, suggesting the presence of the same stoichiometry related 

defect which lowers the energy bandgap of the low temperature MEAglow grown GaN. 

This is evident from the absorption coefficient squared plot, presented in Figure 6.12 for 

the samples which were examined with SIMS, presented in Section 4.1, Chapter 4 

(referred to there as A and B).  The sharp decrease in the energy bandgap with the 

composition suggests a large scatter on the composition, although it is hard to conclude 

due the large scatter in the experimental data and the lack of data for x > 0.5. The 

behaviour of the absorption edge in the indium rich side of the alloy is complex as the 

absorption edge for InN has previously been found to strongly depend on the growth 

temperature, which in turn determines the presence of various point defects and the 

stoichiometry of the layers [155]. A large bowing parameter for some of the samples is 

evident from Figure 6.10, perhaps related to metal-nitrogen stoichiometry issues. 
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Figure 6.12 Absorption edge for MEAglow GaN sample containing high level of 

background carbon impurities (Sample A, Chapter 4), compared to stoichiometric 

MEAglow GaN (Sample B, Chapter 4). 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Photoluminescence tests were performed with a HeCd laser but a spectrometer was 

unavailable to record the spectra. Visual observations were taken. The InGaN samples 

grown at 405 °C showed worse PL than the InGaN grown at 540 °C, having similar 

indium content in the film, and little or no photoluminescence was observed from these 

samples. This could possibly be related to point defects formed by excess metal in the 

layers, grown under metal rich conditions, which act as non-radiative centres. Similarly 

the Georgia group didn’t observe any photoluminescence from their samples with similar 
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indium composition presented in ref. [142] grown under MME [156], this was regardless 

of the fact that those samples were grown on GaN buffer layers and had good crystal 

quality. It is well known that samples grown on GaN buffer layers exhibit much better 

optical properties than InGaN grown directly on sapphire [33]. Since some luminescence 

was observed in the MEAglow samples, these samples indicate some device potential for 

layers grown directly on sapphire in combination with the advantage of smooth surfaces 

achieved with the metal rich growth. The poor optical properties for some of the samples 

is further confirmed by the lower than expected optical bandgap for samples grown with 

high gallium content, which  is related to the absorption spectrum in Figure 6.12 and the 

related discussion provided above. 

 
 
 

The growth at low temperatures affects the decomposition of the metalorganic precursors. 

Trimethylindium is found to decompose under pyrolysis at 340 °C [157], while 

trimethylgallium starts decomposing at 500 °C in a nitrogen ambient with complete 

decomposition occurring above 600 °C [71]. Growth at lower temperatures than 600 °C 

would result in certain degree of incorporation of carbon and CH in the film. Since the 

InGaN layers were grown below 600 °C in metal rich conditions it is suspected that a 

considerable amount of carbon has incorporated which affects the electrical properties. A 

high level of compensation of the inherent background electron concentration was 

observed particularly for the samples grown at 405 °C, i.e. they had a high resistivity. 

Carbon is known to act as deep acceptor in GaN [158] and is suggested as a possible 

cause for the semi-insulating character of the samples. A background electron 

concentration is typically present in both MOCVD grown GaN and InN [10]. The exact 

origin for the electron concentration is still unknown for InN. For GaN the most probable 
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background impurity dopant is oxygen, which acts as a shallow donor, but there are 

existing reports for hydrogen, and silicon. Native defects such as nitrogen vacancies have 

also been considered as a source of the background electron concentration for both GaN 

and InN. InN has a lot higher background electron concentration than GaN, for which, 

again, many possible sources are reported (see Chapter 4). 

 
 
 

In Figure 6.13 the carrier concentration is presented as a function of the composition for 

 
samples grown at 540 °C and 405 °C. The electron concentration for samples grown at 

 
405 °C didn’t exceed 5x10

19 
/cm

3 
for InGaN having indium content between 30 and 40 

 
%, while the carrier concentration for samples grown at 540 °C with indium content 

larger than 20 % increased drastically. This is believed to be due to the more efficient 

decomposition of the MO precursors at higher temperature releasing the gallium methyl 

species which are responsible for the high resistivity for the samples having low indium 

content. The mobilities of all InGaN samples, grown here on sapphire, as measured by 

Hall effect didn’t exceed 20 cm
2
/V∙s. Similar low mobilities have been observed for 

 
MOCVD samples grown on AlN/sapphire templates in the compositional range between 

 
0.2 ≤ x ≤ 0.8 (see Figure 2 in ref [152] and have been attributed to scattering by 

 
dislocations, grain boundaries, and impurities. 
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Figure 6.13 The variation of the carrier concentration for samples grown at 405 and 540 

°C with compostion. 
 

 
 
 

6.4 InGaN grown on GaN buffer layers as compared to the growth of InN on GaN 

under similar conditions 
 

 
 

InGaN alloys with higher indium content have a larger lattice mismatch with sapphire and 

this results in increased defect densities caused by strain relaxation. The lattice mismatch 

between the sapphire and InN is about 29 % [159], while the mismatch with GaN is about 

13.8 % [160]. Growth in similar metal rich conditions for InN and InGaN at 540 °C on 

commercially available GaN templates and their sister samples grown on sapphire was 

compared. SEM micrographs of the surfaces of InGaN and InN layers grown on top of 

the GaN templates are presented in Figure 6.14. The InGaN layer was grown on top of 

commercially available 2 µm p-GaN template and the InN layer was grown on top of 2 

µm unintentionally doped GaN template. It is obvious that for InN samples the onset of 

crystal coalescence is present, whereas the surface of the InGaN sample has small closely 

packed crystallites, which indicates a polycrystalline structure. The polycrystallinity of 
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the InGaN samples grown at these temperatures probably relates to large defect densities 

introduced by the low miscibility of InN with GaN as the In atom has larger radius than 

the gallium atom which introduces additional strain in the layers. Another reason for the 

degraded quality can be roughening caused from the p-GaN template used for the InGaN 

samples, since p-GaN templates were observed to have larger AFM RMS surface 

roughness and poorer surface morphology than the unintentionally doped MOCVD GaN 

templates. In addition, polycrystalline growth was observed for MEAglow homoepitaxial 

growth of GaN on commercially available 2 µm thick GaN templates, so the inclusion of 

gallium may have affected the crystal quality, as well . 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.14 Surfaces of a) InN grown metal rich at 540 °C, and b) InGaN grown under 

similar conditions. 
 

 
 
 

The metal rich growth of InGaN samples on sapphire substrates at 540 °C resulted in 

better uniformity than the growth of InN on sapphire under similar conditions. This can 

be evidenced by the cross-sectional images presented in Figure 6.15. The InN samples 

grown on sapphire were observed to fall apart after growth and peel off the substrate. It is 

suspected that too much indium causes large strain at the beginning of the growth 

process. On the other hand, the InGaN grown on sapphire at these temperatures resulted 

in bigger size crystals and better uniformity. 
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Figure 6.15 Cross-sectional images of a) metal rich InN grown on sapphire and b) InGaN 

grown on sapphire under similar conditions at 540 °C. 
 

 
 
 

In conclusion, MEAglow growth under MME technique was studied for InGaN samples 

grown on sapphire and GaN templates. The basic material properties and the various 

causes for occurrence of phase segregation were examined as related to the growth 

temperature. It was observed that the quality of the layers having composition 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.3 

improves with increasing the indium incorporation for temperature range 405 – 540 °C 

and this was attributed to the poor decomposition of the gallium methyl groups from the 

metalorganic precursor in a combination with metal rich growth regime. 
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Chapter 7. Conclusion 
 

 
 

GaN, InN and InGaN films have been grown by a novel growth method called MEAglow. 

The MEAglow technique transfers the migration-enhanced epitaxy method into a plasma-

based CVD environment. The technology is in its early development and could be further 

developed for commercial production of group III-nitrides, because it employs growth at 

relatively low temperatures and scalability for large area deposition. In addition, the use of 

hazardous materials, such as ammonia, commonly used in CVD systems, is avoided. 

 

The GaN films have been grown directly on sapphire substrates at temperatures of 

approximately 660 °C in the metal rich regime. Different growth series were carried out 

to study the impact of the various growth parameters on the crystalline structure, optical 

and electrical properties of the films. The initial results for the GaN films grown at the 

above-stated temperatures resulted in very non-stoichiometric polycrystalline films. The 

elemental analysis showed the presence of high levels of background impurities 

incorporated in those early growths. The observed variation of the absorption edge 

towards low energies in these samples was attributed to the presence of defect centres, 

related to film stoichiometry, which was confirmed as an increase in the c lattice constant 

in the x-ray diffraction spectra with the increase of the metal flow. These samples showed 

high resistivity which is unusual for stoichiometric GaN films, as they normally show 

background electron concentration. The growth conditions were further optimized and 

more stoichiometric layers were achieved having absorption edge of 3.38 eV, which is in 

a good agreement with the reported value for wurtzite GaN. 
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The growth optimization process was related to studies of the MME (metal modulated 

epitaxy) method as it applies in a low-pressure CVD reactor. This required a study of the 

effect of the growth pressure on the semiconductor properties, as the MME method had 

only been used for MBE growth to this point, where there the growth occurs under 

vacuum. The pressure dependence was mapped to an established surface phase diagram 

[65] to achieve an intermediate regime, free of metal droplets though still in metal rich 

conditions. This is considered the optimal regime for low temperature GaN film growth. 

Calculations for the number of nitrogen collisions in the gas phase were performed to a 

first approximation. This allowed a greater understanding of processes and better control 

over the growth regime. 

 

Thin InN films were grown in the metal rich regime on commercial GaN buffers, and 

Ga2O3, and high quality epitaxial layers were achieved on these substrates, whereas the 

samples grown directly on sapphire substrates under the same conditions remained 

largely polycrystalline. The samples grown directly on sapphire sometimes peeled off the 

substrate and this was attributed to a large strain induced from the incorporation of excess 

indium metal in the layers. The good crystal quality of the layers grown on Ga2O3 was 

confirmed from x-ray rocking curves and SEM measurements. The achieved epitaxial 

growth on top of thin Ga2O3 buffer layers indicates some potential for their use in InN 

film growth and device applications. 

 

InN films grown at very low temperatures (<400 °C), suggesting nitrogen rich film 

stoichiometry [121], were annealed after growth to study the limiting process for the 

nitrogen removal in nitrogen rich InN. It was noted that for the defect removal in already 
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grown layers diffusion is the limiting process, which is less important during growth 

when the defect species are closer to the surface. 

 

InGaN films were grown by MEAglow up to indium composition of x = 0.4. The indium 

surface segregation was shown to be successfully eliminated in the metal rich growth 

regime by flushing out the growth chamber with nitrogen gas. The growth temperature 

dependences of indium incorporation in this growth method were studied and phase 

segregation, commonly observed for this material, for samples grown directly on sapphire 

substrates was successfully reduced. The growth temperature dependence on the bowing 

parameter was studied and samples grown at different temperatures showed variations 

possibly related to their stoichiometry. The effect of the growth temperature on the 

crystalline quality of the films compared to InN films grown at similar temperatures was 

further examined for samples grown on various substrates. It was found that at 

temperatures closer to decomposition temperature of InN under metal rich conditions, the 

growth of InGaN on sapphire results in better crystalline quality than the growth of InN 

under the same conditions, while the growth on GaN templates resulted in better InN than 

InGaN grown on the same substrates. 
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Appendix A XPS fitting procedure and results 
 

 
The results from the XPS analysis of the GaN films are presented in this appendix. The 

curve fitting was performed using the CasaXPS software. The atomic sensitivity factors 

that were used were selected from the software libraries according to the Kratos Axis 

systems. The fitting was performed by selecting a common FWHM for all the 

components in all the high resolution spectra, as the samples were measured under the 

same conditions. The line shapes were product of 30% Lorentzian to Gaussian and the 

selected method for background subtraction was Shirley. The quantitative analysis was 

performed by calculating the atomic percentage for the Auger contribution in the N 1s 

high resolution spectra and subtracting the same percentage from the area of the nitrogen 

component on the survey spectra. The relatively high percentages obtained for the 

nitrogen peaks perhaps may be due to nitrogen surface species resulting from the 

termination of the surface with plasma, as was discussed in Chapter 4. The high 

percentages of carbon on the surface for some of the samples are related to the surface 

roughness of the films. 

 

The data for the nitrogen and carbon high resolution spectra for the studied samples is 

shown in the two Figures below along with the report for the atomic percentages shown 

in Table A1. 

 

Table A1 Relative atomic percentages calculated from the CasaXPS 
 

Element Sample 3 Sample 4 Sample 5A Sample 5B Sample 6 

C 1s 29.33 27.12 66.9 62.67 39.65 

O 1s 13.68 13.16 17.58 12.58 14.04 

Ga 2p 18.35 17.41 1.88 6.22 14.96 

N 1s 38.63 42.30 66.9 62.67 31.35 

Al 2p   6.89   
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Figure A.1 High resolution XPS spectrum 

of C 1s core level for Sample 5A 

 

Figure A.2 High resolution XPS spectrum 

of C 1s core level for Sample 5B 
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Figure A.3 High resolution XPS spectrum 

of C 1s core level for Sample 6 
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Figure A.4 High resolution XPS spectrum 

of C 1s core level for Sample 3 
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Figure A.5 High resolution XPS spectrum of 

C 1s core level for Sample 4 
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Figure A.6 High resolution XPS spectrum of 

N 1s core level for Sample 4 
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Figure A.7 High resolution XPS spectrum of 

N 1s core level for Sample 5A 
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Figure A.8 High resolution XPS spectrum of 

N 1s core level for Sample 5B 
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Figure A.9 High resolution XPS spectrum of 

N 1s core level for Sample 3 

Figure A.10 High resolution XPS spectrum 

of N 1s core level for Sample 6 
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